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Traditional Culture and Modernization of a
Minority Nationality in China
INTRODUCTION
"Conflicts between majorities and minorities, between the
nationalities'withinacountry,andbetweenthosein
different countries, are worldwide phenomenon that are causing
a resurgence in the study of nationality problems in the
social sciences" (Heberer, Thomas 1989:3).
Currently there are 55 known minority nationalities in
China. The combined population of these minority nationalities
is over 80 million, or about 8 percent more of China's total
population.However, areawise, they cover some 62 percent of
China's land (Ma, Y. 1955:1).They live mostly on highlands
or in hilly, pastoral or forest regions situated in frontier
areas.
InMarch, 1957, theVaMinorityNationality2
Investigation Team3(see figures1,2and3)arrived at
1 Here "nationality" refers to a group of people
having a common and distinguishing racial, linguistic, and
cultural background and forming one constituent element of a
large group (as a nation).
2 Va nationality is Wazu in Han language, hence also
known as Wa nationality.
3 In1956undertheauspicesoftheMinority
Nationality Committee of the National People's Congress, many
investigation teams were organized for the purpose of doing
research on social and historical aspects of the minority
nationalities throughout China.Investigators were selected
from various related agencies at the national and regional2
Damasan,a stockaded village (see figure 4)in the Ximeng
district at the southwestern corner of Yunnan province.4
Soon after their arrival two of the team members happened to
catch a sight of a headless human corpse by the wayside.He
was identified as a headman who had been sent to Beijing, as
evidenced by his being in a wool uniform.5It was apparent
that the incident of his death had been totally ignored,
legally and otherwise.This surprised no one among the Va
people.All they said was that headhunting had been less
frequent in recent years.However, upon learning of the death
of the headman, the local people did take greater caution
against going out alone from their stockades.They found it
safer to walk in groups and would ask to be accompanied by the
armed members of the investigation team.
Why headhunting?Where did the heads go?How often did
it happen?Who were the victims?In which season were the
level. The investigation team on Va was part of the Yunnan
MinorityNationalitiesteam,comprisingspecialistsand
scholars from the Research Institute of History and the
Research Institute of Economics (both of the Chinese Academy
of Social Sciences), the People's Publishing House, the Va
Language Department of Central Institute for Nationalities,
and the Yunnan Minority Nationalities Investigation Team.
Some local cadres and interpreters also participated in the
endeavor.
4 Yunnan province is situated in the southwestern part
of China, east of southeastern Asia, adjacent to Burma, Laos
and Viet Nam.
5 During the 1950's, the Chinese government made it a
point to invite the heads of the minority nationalities to
Beijing for sightseeing tours and indoctrination.They were
issued wool uniforms and daily necessities.Head or headman
(kuat) is the title the Va people use to address their chiefs.3
head-hunting expeditions most likely to happen?How did the
victims' families and community react?Last but not the
least, why was headhunting still occurring inone of the
world's developing nations in the 20th century?These were
the obvious questions.During their 8-month stay in Damasan,
team members made inquiriesand observations;they took
pictures and gathered documentary information for their final
report, but offered no answers to the above questions.Since
then, more investigators have made trips to Ximeng to gather
more information and publish more reports.
Some thirty years have gone by since 1957.What progress
have the Va people made? What experience have they gained in
the process?What changes have taken place?These are some
of the questions I hope to address by describing the present
stateoftheirreligion,economyandeducation. The
information to support my analysis willcome from many Chinese
language publications on the Va.
Purposes and Problems
There are two purposes for this study.First, the Va
nationality, despite its comparatively small population, has
preserveditstraditionsbecauseofitshistorical
circumstances and geographical isolation.The Va have aroused
great interest among the Chinese anthropologists who have done
extensive research on this group.However, to the West,4
Europe and America alike, the Va still remain little known.
I have seen no publications, either in English or in other
Western languages about the Va during the course of my data
collection.Thus, I would like to take this opportunity to
introduce this relatively unknown minority to the West to
stimulate interest in discovering and understandingmore about
this unique culture.Secondly, though there have been some
changes and advances made in Va society under the Chinese
communist regime in the past 40 years,generally speaking
modern development has been rather slow.Part of the reason,
I think, is inherent in the characteristics of the Va culture,
and part of it lies in misguided policy.Based on analysis of
the Va society, I will venture to make suggestions about the
relationship between social life and policy.
In the course of pursuing this study several related
questions will be raised and discussed.One of the most
significant topics is headhunting by the Va.Why did they
engage in headhunting?What is Va social organization like?
What progress have the Va people made under the leadership of
the Chinese Communist Party? What economic and social changes
have taken place?What lessons has the Chinese government
learned in their dealing with the Va minority?
The Perspective of Chinese Ethnologists
Chinese communist troops took over the Vaarea in 1952.5
Five years later, in 1957, a team of Chinese anthropologists
went for the first time to Ximeng to do field work; later they
publishedvariousreportsontheresultsoftheir
investigation.These anthropologists were the pioneers who
opened up the terra incognita and introduced the Va people to
the outside world.Since thenChinese ethnologists and
anthropologists have learned increasinglymore about the
characteristics of Va society as their work has gradually
expanded,though on small scale.As in other socialist
countries, professionals in China were required to take the
"correct" ideological position.6Scholars and academicians
were no exception, and had to conform by professing themselves
to be Marxists, at least in appearance.They had to reference
the theories of Karl Marx and Friedrich Englels and quote
their words to justify their own publications, especially in
regard to the materialist interpretation of history and
theory of class struggle.8For instance, in the last decade
6 A Chinese communist cliche "zheng que" (Chinese pin
yin for the phrase) meaning a position which conforms to
Marxism-Leninism.
7 A method of historical analysis developed by Karl
Marx and Friedrich Engels. The theory,an inversion of
Hegel's dialectical idealism, sees social and economic change
as the result of materialistic process.
8 Karl Marx's theory of class struggle is well summed
up by Howard (1989:37) as follows:In trying to explain the
conditionsthatgeneratedchange,Marxemphasizedthe
exploitative rather than the harmonious nature of social
relations. While functionalist assume that the maintenance of
social orderisof positive value,Marx felt that most
societies are characterized by an unequal distribution of
resources and power.This imbalance creates a continual6
or so no small effort has been made by Chinese ethnologists
and anthropologists to theoretically analyze the nature of Va
society. It was their conclusion that prior to being
"liberated" the Va people were in the period of transition
from primitive communism to a class society.9In their view
the level of Va productivity was low, reflecting the stage of
slash-and-burncultivation.° Furthermore,relationsof
production determined the nature of Va society; thereco-
existed both primitive and class components.Take the Va land
system as an example; land was both publicly and privately
owned. Under collective land ownership there was joint
cultivation, labor exchange, seed borrowing, etc., whichwere
forms of mutual aid characteristic of the stage of "primitive
communism".Underprivate land ownership there was unequal
possession of the means of production, slave owning, tenant
farming, exploitation of the hired hands and debtors, etc.,
potentialforconflict,withthose whoarebetteroff
constantly trying to maintain their position (the existing
order) and those who are not so well off, disenchanted with
the status quo, constantly threatening the existing order.
9 According to Karl. Marx's categorization of social
evolution,asociety movesfrom primitivecommunism to
slavery,to feudalism,to capitalism and finally to the
socialist state. Primitive communismiswithout social
classes which are present in the other types of societies.
io Cultivation with recurrent clearing and burning of
vegetation and planting in the burnt fields.Fallow periods
for each plot last longer than periods of cultivation.It is
sometimes referred to as swidden (or shifting) cultivation.
(Young, J. 1986:13).7
characteristic of the salient features of class society.As
time went on, these features of class society becamemore
prominent while the characteristics of a primitive communism
slowly but steadily began to disappear.The rising class
society contained the seeds of slavery and feudalism, which,
however did not turn out to influence relations of production
among the Va.Both slavery and feudalism have remained at the
embryonic stage in Va society.The number of slaves was only
four to five percent of the total Va population, and slave
ownershipasaninstitution existed onlyasakindof
childhood adoption.As for hiring labor and lending currency,
these features are found universally and can not be used to
explain the natureofaparticular society. Generally
speaking these practices evolved and developed in the latter
stage of primitive communism and continued to exist in varied
forms in class society.In other words, lending was a form of
exploitation used by all exploitative classes; it could not be
used to distinguish a particular exploitative class.Hiring
is relevant for explaining the relations of production ina
capitalist state.If either of these forms of exploitation is
found in Va society, it should not be construed to suggest
that the Va have risen to the level of a class society.To
the contrary, it just reflects a mosaic transitionprocess
from primitive communism to class society.
Although the slave owners and rich persons had a greater
portion of the means of production and exploited the slaves8
and the poor to some extent, they did not do it for living.
Most or all of them took part in agricultural production
themselves at a time mental work and manual work were not
independent of each other.The economic situation of these
slave owners and the rich was still unstable, and their wealth
often changed hands in accordance with a change in family
labor force or other factors.For instance, some families
could go bankrupt overnight after having sponsored acow-
stabbing sacrifice.The sudden rise and fall of economic
status was regarded as an indicator of the instability ofa
rising class society.
Chinese ethnologists and anthropologists insist that the
Va still remain in the later stage of primitive communism with
pressures pushing them toward a class society.However, they
argue to the contrary that class struggle has existed in Va
society in spite of the non-existence of an established class
system,their reason being that the primitive and class
components, as mentioned above, have long co-existed.Hence,
the idea of class struggle had long been embodied in Va
society.They believe that the class struggle has existed not
only between slaves and slave owners but between the exploited
and the exploiter as well.This circumstance became obvious
and acute following liberation, because when the socialist
means of production was established, the exploitative classes
fought against it while the exploited classes endorsed it.
The above represents the essence of Chinese ethnologists'9
interpretation of the nature of Va society (Tien, J.Z. and
Luo, Z.J. 1979:57-66). Simplyput,theVanationality,
though still at a primitive stage, has been experiencing class
struggle since "time immemorial".The idea of class struggle,
being the order of the day, is frequently invoked by Chinese
intellectuals whether appropriate or not.Their publications
are full of ideological verbiage.Chinese ethnologists and
anthropologists are no exception.Their discourse is often
constrained by Marxist paradigms.
In 1978, the Chinese government opened its door to the
West. Chinese scholars began to hopeforlong-awaited
freedom, social changes and, above all,emancipation from
ideological bondage. Chinese ethnologists were eager to
exerciseoriginalityindesigningresearchonminority
nationalities.Publications in the form of reports, articles
and monographs mushroomed during the 1980's.Unfortunately,
the policy did not change completely, andno publications
could escape the government's ideologicalcensure.As a
result, what appeared in these publicationswas just more of
the same theoretical discourse, practically void of critical
evaluation of policy issues.
Data Collection
Most of the data needed in the preparation of this thesis
were gathered in China.Prior to coming to the United States10
for advanced study, I visited with several researchers who had
conducted investigations in Ximeng after 1957.The methods
they used were unstructured, semistructured, and structured
interviews.Two of them were authorities on the Va and had
been to Ximeng many times.All the investigators told me in
great detail what they had been doing in their research in
Ximeng and willingly helped me by responding to the questions
I put to them.In addition, they provided me with much of
their personally collected data and valuable photos of theVa.
Since I started on my project I have been in continuous
contactwithvariousChineselibrariesandminority
nationality institutes to update my data collection.It has
been a rewarding exercise.11
CHAPTER 1.CHARACTERISTICS OF THE VA
Population and Its Distribution
The Wa people live mostly along the border between China
and Burma.China's 1982 census put the Va population at
298,5911, which is about 50 percent of all Va people(Zhou,G.
X. 1984:48), the other 50 percent live mostly in Burma.About
298,510 Va live in Yunnan Province.As a result of perpetual
movements and constant mergings, Yunnan has six aggregated Va
regions and three scattered Va regions.One of the aggregated
regions lies west of the Lancang Riveru between 22° 30' and
24° of latitude north on the Chinese-Burmese border.This
region encompasses Ximeng and Cangyuan Xien(counties)and
seven other counties surrounding them, nine counties in all,
with about 94 percent of the total Va population in China
(Zhou 1984:48).The Va people in Ximeng have preserved most
of their minority characteristics.There are seven districts
under the jurisdiction of Ximeng County, with 258 villages and
a population of 64,784, about 22 percent of the nation's Va
population (Editing Group 1986:2).Six of the seven districts
are in close proximity to the Sino-Burmese border.This study
11 According to the census taken in1990,the Va
population was 351,974, an increase of 18 percentover 1982.
12 The Lancang River is called Meigong River when it
flows into the southeastern Asia.12
will focus on Ximeng county with some discussion on Cangyuan
county where there is a greater level of complexity.The Va
people of other areas,in view of their relatively small
population, their dispersedness, and their greater exposure to
outside influences, will not be considered in this inquiry.
Natural Setting and Resources
Ximeng County is situated adjacent to Burma.It is at
the foot of the Nushan mountain range which consists of high
peaks, craggy terrain and precipitous gorges with many rapid
streams and rivers, hence making transportation extremely
difficult.Its cultivatable land amounts to 700,000 mu13,
about 35 percent of the total area.
The rainy season runs from May to October, the rest of
the year being dry.The average annual rainfall is 2,758.3mm.
Plenty of precipitation, mild weather, and fertile soils make
it easy to grow farm products,such as:hill land rice,
aquatic rice, Indian corn, millet, buckwheat, legumes, beans,
and other marketable crops, including sugar cane, tea, cotton,
hemp, tobacco,indigo, and herbs.Fruits are of abundant
variety:oranges,jackfruit,pineapple,banana,papaya,
walnut, etc..Elephants, tigers, leopards, bears, deer and
wild boars commonly inhabit the forest.
13
yards)
A unit of area (0.0667 hectares, or 733.5 square13
Ximeng is rich in tin and lead ores, and other minerals,
such as, silver, mica, asbestos and gypsum. In recent year
it has been found to be rich in marble.
The above abundant resources had not been fully exploited
before1950. Furthermore,intensifiedslash-and-burn
cultivation has done much damage to the forestresources,
causing no small loss of water and erosion of soils.After
1950, the resources of Ximeng have become increasingly central
to economic development and upgrading the living standard of
the Va people.
History
The Va people have a long history, but unfortunately, it
is not a recorded one.What records there are for us are
mostly of legendary nature and in unwritten form.Also there
is little that can be learned about the Va from records other
nationalities have kept.Therefore, nothing can be said with
certainty about the genesis of the Va people.
Since 1950, many pre-historic cultural relics have been
discovered in Ximeng area.These relics consist mostly of
stone knives, stone axes and other polished stone artifacts of
the New Stone Age (Neolithic period).This is a proof that
human beings of some kind lived there long ago.However,
theirculturalrelationshiptotheVahasnotbeen
established.14
The origin of the Va people is described in the legend of
"Si Gang Li", popularly accepted by all Va people.In the Va
language, "si gang" means "stone cave", while "ii" means "come
out".Thus, this phrase in its entirety means, "From the cave
we came".This is the Va perception of their origins.The
long-circulated legend, when translated into the Han language,
is ten thousand Han characters in length.The legend, full of
tales to which more were added generation after generation,
may in fact reflect the episodes of ancient life; nevertheless
confirming evidence is not available.Working in the context
of Marxist theoryChinese ethnologists claim that the story
about Va origins was,perhaps,a recollection ofa cave
dwelling stage in their prehistory. Likewise they interpreted
the reference to "cohabitation with animals" as a reminiscence
of a hunting stage, and reference to "praying for crop seeds"
and "roaming from place to place" as reliving the memory of a
nomadic existence.An anecdote about the thunder god marrying
his two sisters and the changing of leadership between Ge Li
Bi and Ge Lei Nao14 was taken to mirror the Va experience of
societal change from matriarchy to patriarchy, and illustrate
the evolution of marriage customs from group marriage15 to
14 Ge Li Bi and Ge Lei Nao were believed to be a girl
and a boy respectively.(Editing Committee of Yunnan 1983
v.1:5).
15 This term refers to a marriage rule which allows a
number of men and women to share sexual rights and economic
responsibilities. (Hunter, D. E. ed. 1976:197).In Chinese it
is called "gun hun".15
coupled marriage then to monogamous marriage.
The Va nationality in its history has been known by many
names, depending upon location; those in Zhenkang were known
as the "Va";those in Kengma,Shuangjiang,Cangyuan and
Lancang were known as the "Parauk", and those in Ximeng were
known as the "A Va".These were the names used by the Va
people to refer to themselves.The Han and some other
minority nationalities, on the other hand, called them "ben
ren",literallythe"natives",tomean"theearliest
inhabitants of the land".These different names, as if they
were not confusing enough, have been used interchangeably and
indiscriminately in the Chinese books of history and other
historical records.The Va were also given different names in
various dynastic records.They were known as the "Vangman" in
Tang history (618-907 A.D.), and as the "Hala", "Handu" and
"Hawa" in the Yuan, Ming and Qing histories (1277-1911 A.D.)
respectively.For all these reasons, up to now not one
authoritative credible history of the Va has been written.
The name "Va"is now uniformly used by the Chinese
16 Coupled marriage "Dui ou hun" was an institution in
a matriarchal society, where the female was the household
head.Men were married to women, instead of the other way
around.A man could have more than one woman partner, and
similarly a woman could have more thanone man partner.
However, either man or woman could have only one principal
partner as a husband or wife.As a distinctive feature of the
matriarchal society, living in the house of the woman's mother
wastherule. Themanandwomanwere financially
independent.Consequently marriages were not stable, and
separation and remarrying were recurring patterns ( Chen, Y.L.
1984:328).16
government for the Va people in all districts to doaway with
any derogatory connotation and to purge any ethnic slur.17
CHAPTER 2. SOCIAL ORGANIZATION
Families, Lineages, Stockaded Villages and Settlements
The Va have monogamous marriages.A family includes
husband, wife and children and, perhaps, grandparents insome
cases.The family functions as an economic and production
unit.According to custom, if the parents have onlyone son,
the son will live with them, and if they have twoor more
sons, they may choose either the oldest or the youngest to
live with them.The other sons will leave upon getting
married.The sons, but not the daughters, inherit their
parents' property.If a couple does not have sons,the
inheritance will go to next of male kin,or to a male bearing
the same family name, but never to their daughters.
Youths can practice premarital sex withpersons of their
own choice.'The status of women in the Va society is quite
low.Men can have several wives, butwomen, once married, can
not have extramarital relations.
A lineageiscomposed offamilies having acommon
Most Va youth start the practice knownas "chuan gu
niang",literally,"looking up the girl",at the age of
fifteen and sixteen.Young man would drop by and visit a girl
in her parent's house.They chat, sing and share bin lang
(made of betel leaves and lime).Should they fall in love in
time, they would go to bed together, butsupposedly without
sex.Any dream about forests or banana trees would signify
multiplicity of children or happy life.In that case they
would decide to get married.If they dream of having a fall,
this heralds ominous luck and would callfor an end to their
courtship, leaving them to go separateways.18
ancestor, and each lineage has its own family name taken after
a village, a place, a mountain or a river.A person's name
may contain that of the father, whose name may contain that of
the grandfather, and so forth to 20 or 30 generations.Thus,
all persons can verbalize their own family genealogy.In
addition to having a common family name, the people of the
same lineage are supposed to observe the following social
rules (Compiling Group 1986:60): Marriage within a lineage is
not permissible;lineage members must act together with
respect to religious practices, such as in ancestor worship
and performing sacrificial rites or offerings; lineage members
are under the obligation to help one another and to take care
of orphans.If, for reason of poverty, one needs to sell land
or children, the sale must be offered first to the members of
the lineage who are, in turn, under the obligation to accept
the offer; in cases where there are no direct heirs, lineage
members may claim the right to the inheritance, and meanwhile
are obligated to pay any debt the dead may have owed.Each
lineage, has a head in charge of the lineage's affairs.Such
a role is usually played by an elderly man or someone wealthy
and of greater capability.In some stockaded villages each
lineage has a common burial place of its own, in others,a
common burial place is provided for several lineages;in
every stockaded village there exists a small piece of group-
owned land, which is managed by the lineage head and used for
group farming by the lineage members.The proceeds from the19
harvest off this land go to cover the lineage's expenditures
(Tian 1985:30).
A stockaded village consists of several lineages, its
size ranging from twenty or thirty to threeor four hundred
households.The lineages migrated from different places at
different times.Thus,it appears that villagers are not
relatedbyblood,butbygeographicalproximity(Tian
1985:30). Intermarriage between members of thesame lineage is
not permissible. Intermarriage between members of differently
named lineages in the village is permissible.Villages have
the following common features:Each village has its own
territory; most of the cultivatable land is privatelyowned by
the villagers; the remaining territory, mostlydesolate hills,
wilderness areas, unmanaged forests and untillableregions, is
designated as public domain for the unrestricteduse of
village members.Within the village,some inequality is
noticeable, and social stratification is increasinglyevident.
However,the village does functionas an economic unit,
especially in dealing with other villages.Members of the
same village have reciprocal obligations to help eachother
financially or otherwise.Also, if a member of village A owes
a member of village B a debt or had done thisperson an
injustice, members of the village B could confiscatecows or
other property from anyone in village A forthe purpose of
compensation or revenge.Immediately afterward, village A
would force the one whose wrong doings had causedall the20
trouble to make compensation to whomever lost thecows or the
property.The village is an epicenter for all political and
military activities, its members have an obligation to assist
and protect one another.The whole village will intervene in
and take on any disputes between its members and those of
other villages.Any insult or headhunting done to one of its
membersisconsideredaninsulttothe wholevillage,
whereupon the village is compelled to act collectively to take
revenge.Villagers share the samereligious life.The most
significant religious activities are held under the auspices
of the village as a whole.The Va speak a common language,
but local dialects are still found in different villages.
Coalitions sometime formed among the villages havethe
following characteristics:Almost all the coalitions are of
military nature for the purpose of dealing withother hostile
villages; most coalitions exist in the mutual interestof the
villages concerned; soon after thepurpose has been served,
the coalition comes to an end.Thus coalitions are subject to
change.Hostility among villages is generally caused by the
disputes over the headhunting.Friendly villages that join in
coalitions are generally historically close and bloodrelated.
Another level of social organization is the settlement
(buluo),which could consist of any one villageor an
amalgamation of several villages. Masan,Yongguang and
Wenggake are the three biggest settlements, and thereare
several small ones,such as Yue-song.Take Masan as an21
example.With a population of more than 10,000,Masan has
more than ten big villages and forty small villages.The
characteristics of the Masan settlement areas follows: Masan
village was the earliest village incorporated intoMasan
settlement; the other villages were founded mostly by
emigrants from Masan village; these lateral villages regarded
Masan village as their mother village.When the village
ceremonial leader (wolang) of Masanwas building a new house,
people of other villages would present him gifts;people of
other villages often needed to go to Masan village for
consulting A Wa Li, tribal historyor genealogy;within the
Masan settlement all the villages agreed not to practice
headhunting.Except for the above stipulations, the villages
in the Masan settlement are independent of eachother and in
no way subordinate to Masan village.
Ceremonial Leader, Headman, Priest and Mass Meetings
For administering political and religious affairs, theVa
nationalityin Ximeng hadaceremonialleader(wolang),
headman (kuat) and priest (moba).It was said that the title
"wolang" (see figure 5) had existed for quitea long time.
The family tree of the people named "Amang" extendstwenty
four generations and shows that some of their ancestorshad
been the holders of this title.Originally,a ceremonial
leader might have been the head of a lineage.Later, as22
kinshiporganizationwasgraduallydisappearing,the
ceremonialleaderpresidedoverthesettlement. The
ceremonial leader's traditional authoritywas over religious,
political and many other affairs of the village.In the 20th
century, especially after 1950, hispower was reduced to
controlling some religious matters (Chen,Y.L. 1984:1107).
From its onset the title of ceremonial leaderwas hereditary.
The holder,however,could be re-selected under special
circumstances.The number of ceremonial leaders varies with
differentvillages. Insomecasesthereareasmany
ceremonial leaders as villages ina settlement.In other
cases some villages had the same number of ceremonialleaders
as wooden drum houses" (see figure 13), whichwere a focal
point of religious activity.
Highly regarded by the villagers, headmenare the village
administrators or executives.The candidates for headmanship
chosen by villagers must be those whoare rich,good at
talking and handling political matters, boldand fair.There
are two classes of headmen, great and lesser, called bythe Va
"kuan ti yang" and "kuan ye te" respectively. The great
headmen are men of high prestige, andare expected to take
care of the affairs of the entire settlement; whereasthe
18 A wooden drum house is a place in the villagefor
storing wooden drums.A wooden drum is a musical instrument,
about 0.52 meters long, and about 0.7-1meters in diameter,
made of a tree trunk.It is used in worshiping spiritsor in
offering sacrifices.It is also used in sending a warning
signal (Chen, Y.L.1984:122).23
lesser headmen are usually the lineage heads,caretakers of
small villages,or assistants to the great headmen. The
relationship between the great andlesser headmen is not
hierarchical, that is, the lesser headmenare not necessarily
subordinate to the great headmen.There is no evidence for a
hard-and-fast division of labor. Discussion between the
headmen and the persons concerned is theusual method of
handling village affairs.Most headmen came from relatively
well-to-do families, although social equality isthe norm.
Priests are usually elderlypersons, men of credibility,
and those knowledgeable about villageaffairs.They exercise
influence on Va society and politics.They have mastered the
history of the Va people andcan keep telling myths, legends
and tales for tens of hours withouta break.Prior to any
fighting or headhunting venture,they must be consulted and
asked to divine the outcome.If the divination turns out to
be auspicious, the villagersgo ahead with their plans; if
inauspicious, they call it quits.Priests are asked to rule
on cases of theft, to interpret customary law,and to take
partinimportant religious activities. They are also
consulted about diseases and sacrificial rites.The number of
priests in each village is not fixed.What is certain is that
they are of two types, big-time andsmall-time.
The ceremonial leaders, headmen andpriests are expected
to take care of village affairs,but are not supposed to act
on their own.Any matters of consequence must be discussed24
and settled in a meeting of headmen, and, ifnecessary, the
most important issues may be discussed ata mass meeting (see
figure 6)of the entire village.The participants at the
meeting are mostly elderly men and the headsof households.
The participants can express themselves freely withoutany
restraints.At the end of the meeting, the headmensum up
what the participants have said.Women are allowed to attend
the meeting, but they rarely express their opinions.
On one hand, ceremonial leaders, headmen and priestsare
the administrators of the village, andon the other, they are
also laborers.They have close contacts with the people,and
enjoy high prestige and credibility, settingmoral examples
for the people through being with themall the time.Among
the Va there is no specialization in physicalor mental labor;
nor is there any division between those engaged in community
affairs and those workingon "science and arts." Before
1950,the primary difference was that ceremonialleaders,
headmen and priests did not needpay taxes or levies.Members
of the village must take part in the publicaffairs.Public
expenses often are borne equally by the villagers,and
sometimes by the headman or thepersons especially concerned.
The expenses of important religious activitiesare not shared
by members of the village, but borne bythe sponsors.The
sponsors provide a cow for divination, called "biao niu"19 in
is Biao niu, meaning cow stabbing, is the highestform
of divination.This ritual begins with aprayer by a priest,
followed by the headman stabbing thecow.Divination of25
theHanlanguage(seefigure7),wine,andfoodfor
consumption.Most of the sponsors are from wealthy families.
They aspire to this officeregardless of financial losses,
because it enhances their social standing and because they
wish to be considered virtuous.
Disputes and Armed Conflict
Before 1950,armed clashes among villages werevery
frequent and every village faced one ormore hostile villages.
The mainreasonforhostilitieswasheadhunting. The
revengefulness among villages with no consanguineous kinship
ties was in some cases deeply rooted and the enmitycould last
for several generations.
Because of constant headhunting activities and frequent
armed clashes, every village was stockaded and heavilyguarded
with walls made of trees, bamboos, thistles,and both thorny
and woody plants.Often trenches were dug around the wall.
The door to the village was madevery secure,and often
concealed (see figures 8 and 9).Precautions were seriously
taken between the planting season and the harvesttime, the
period of intense hunting of heads for sacrificialofferings.
upcoming events is determined by where thecow faces.If it
ends up facing the owner, it foretells something auspicious,
otherwise, something ominous.The head of the cow is for the
owner to keep.The more heads one has, the higher the social
status one has earned.The beef is cut into pieces for
distribution among those present.Anything left over will be
cooked by the owner and shared with others.26
During this period, people as a rule did not ventureout too
far from their houses and worked in the fieldas a group.In
case of emergency or tense moments, men stood guard while
women and elderly people carried out the work.Small and weak
villages, when informed of imminent dangers, tightlyshut
their doors and did not go out into the fieldsat all.This
situation not only reduced productivity,but also caused
mental stress.
The military leader during the war time had provisional
status and was supposedly chosen bya kind of divination known
as "ji pu" (chicken divination), or "ji gu pu" (chicken bone
divination). 20The candidates for military leadership had to
bebraveandresourcefulfightersaswellasheroic
headhunters.When the war came to a conclusion, the military
leader was removed from his post.Even though he returned in
triumph, he got nothing more substantialthan respect from his
community. Should heloseawar,he would suffer no
punishment, but, perhaps, reproachment of publicopinion.In
the case of a surprise attack by other villages,when there
was little or no time for selecting a military leader, the
headman would direct the fighting.
m Divination by killing a chicken isa practice that
originated with ancient Bai Yue,a nationality mostly in the
lower Yangtze Valley, and was later adopted byother minority
nationalities including the Va.A chicken is killed and used
as a medium to communicate with a deity.The way to divine is
to look for the fissures in theupper supraorbital bones of
the chicken's eyes.If the fissures look like a man's image,
it portends a good omen, otherwise, it is foreboding(Chen,
Y.L. 1984:589).27
A reconciliation rite might be held if the hostilegroup
so desired.The guilty party, no matter how big the loss
already suffered, had to admit to having madea mistake and to
offer compensation to the adversary.Before 1950, there were
frequent attempts at pacification as therewas ever-increasing
hostility between villages.After 1950, many antagonistic
villages were pacified through persuasion, indoctrinationand
arbitration. Headhunting, the primaryreason for hostilities,
finally was banned in the year 1958.According to Chinese
ethnologists this marked the end ofa practice that had
brought tremendous suffering, wastedmanpower and material
resources, and caused damage and hindrance to the development
of Va society (Tian 1980:93-98).
Mode of Living and Material Culture
Va women wear short blouses, leaving the bellytotally
exposed.The lower body is skirted witha piece of cloth.
Men,also wear short shirts,collarless,but with long
sleeves. Men's pants are baggy and loose-fitting.During the
winter they cover their upper bodies withhempen fabrics for
warmth.At night, the whole family sits arounda hearth or
fireplace and sleeps on the ground floor.
The Va eat two or three mealsa day, using their fingers
as chopsticks.No matter how rich a family is, they eat thick
rice porridge as their principal food,and flavor it with28
chili and salt.The housewife does the cooking in a poton
top of a stove made of three stones.When the food is ready,
family members squat around the burner waitingfor the
housewife to serve food on the wooden plates.21The housewife
will refill the plate if one asks formore.Those who eat,
however, are not supposed to serve themselves.If one has
more than enough to eat, the excess food can be shared with
others.If there are surprise visitors during dinner time,
each is given a share of the food by the hosts whomust not
complain about getting less for themselves.This custom is a
manifestation of the equalitarianism of Va society.
During busy farming days, since the fieldsare far away
from the village, people must bring cooking utensilsto make
meals which will save travel time.Generally speaking, the Va
people are healthy and robust.Lack of dietary hygiene is
likely the main reason for the diseases and illnessesthey
suffer. They drink unboiled or unprocessed water,and eat
half-cooked meat during religious festivals.
The Va dwelling is built of bamboo, thatch, andround,
wooden posts (see figure 10).It is two-storied; the upstairs
floor is for people to live in and the lower floor isfor
raising livestock, such as, pigs, chickens,or horses.If one
wants to build a house, relatives and friends, eitherfrom the
21 Wooden plates are made from a wood block by scooping
out a depression with a chopper.The plate is licked clean
and is not washed.Except for those made of metal, kitchen
utensils are all native products made of bambooand wood.29
same village or related villages, provide assistance, offering
bamboo, thatch, rice, wine, etc.Usually thirty to forty
people can build a house in one day.Constructing a building
for holding religious rites might take three to four days.
Some villages have what is called a "big house"ndecorated
with carved wooden swallows and naked male figures atboth
ends of its ridge (see figure 11).The ritual of cow stabbing
is required for offering sacrifices to godsor ancestors,
during the construction of a big house.
Inside a Va house, the pilotoven never goes out.The
method of starting fire is to rub two stones togetherto
produce sparks used to ignite a small cotton ball.
The Va people have a 12-month-a-year calendar. A natural
phenomenon of a celestial nature marks the beginning ofthe
year.23They do not have instruments for linear measurement.
22 Contourwise the big house (called "ni ke ting"by
the Va themselves) is not much different from theordinary
dwelling. What makes it distinguishable is the decorationson
the roof - the naked male figures and swallows, believedto
represent theancestor and animalspiritsrespectively.
Structurally, the ordinary dwelling is built of bambooand
thatch, while the big house requires mostly boards,hence
incurring high costsonly theaffluent few can afford.
Building a big house often gives occasion foreleven-days of
religious activities and for the whole community totake part
in construction activities and celebrations withsinging and
dancing. Added to the festivitiesare foods and wine provided
by the owner (Tian, J. Z. 1980:118-119; Editing Committeeof
Yunnan 1983,v.1:53).
23 The Va calendar is based on their observation that
the Earth, Jupiter and the Moon meet, separate and re-meet in
12 months' time.The day they meet or re-meet is the first
day of the year which they call "a ma tingmu wen".The life
cycle of certain grasses, flowers and trees, marked by turning
from green to yellow,also helpsthe Va determine the30
When needed, they use their limbs as rulers.The length of
two stretched arms is called one "tuo pu".The unit of volume
of cubic measurement is called a "sain"24 which variesfrom
village to village.Even in the same village, there is no
standard unit of measure.As a weighing apparatus, they have
what is called a "deng", which is a kind of smallsteelyard
used to weight gold,silver and opium. This measuring
instrument likely was copied and calibrated fromHan weighing
scales.
TheVapeoplesingseveralfixedmelodies,often
accompanied by dancing.No matter how many people sing or
dance together, there is no lead singeror dancer.Their
painting, done in different sizes, depictshuman figures,
horses, mules, muntjac25, and cow heads.They use charcoal,
lime paste and cow's blood to decorate thewooden walls of
their houses with such designs (see figure12).
beginning of the year (Lu, G. J. 1986:31-33).
A unit of dry measure for grain (either 5.7or 3.5
jin varying with different villages).
25 Any of various small deer found in Southeastern Asia
and the East Indies.31
CHAPTER 3.RELIGIONS
The Va people practice nature worship,Buddhism and
Christianity.Nature worship is of native origin, while
Buddhism and Christianity were introduced from outside.
Beliefs
Nature worship is based on the belief that everything in
the universe has its own spirit which controls existenceand
accountsforeverythingthatchanges. The Vapeople,
especially those in Ximeng, strongly hold this belief.
The Va people in Ximeng worship ta muitf, which, is the
most powerful and the highest spirit behind all of creationon
earth.To their thinking, ta muitf encompasses light, fire
and air, and is omnipresent.It created heaven and earth.
Other spirits in charge of fire, wind, thunder,lightning,
earthquakes, trees and grains are all children ofta muitf
(Song,E.C.1980:45-50). The most significant religious
activities observed by the Va people in Ximengare all for the
purpose of offering sacrifices to ta multi.Some Va people
show their respect to this spirit by sprinkling wineon the
ground before dining and drinking.In the vicinity of each
village, a place is set apart, usuallytree-covered land,
where previously sacrificed human skullsare stored.Since it
is also the place where ta muitf is supposedto have resided,32
this place is also called ta muitf (Chen,Y.L. 1984:122).
The Va people in Cangyuan have long been forbidden to
practice headhunting and sacrifice human heads, butnear their
villages, places called ta muitf can still be found.They
also still have temple-like thatched houses used to worship
the spirit ta muitf.
Another principal spirit worshipped by the Va people is
called "Azium".This spirit is supposedly the ancestor of all
lineages, and is therefore enshrined and worshipped inevery
household. Eventslike child births,deaths,weddings,
building houses, child adoptions or slave tradingcall for
consultation with and sacrifices to Azium.Any offense to
this spirit may cause illness to peopleor livestock.Thus,
Azium is a spirit of protection against such misfortune(Tian
1985:49-62).
The Va people claim that it is evil spirits which bring
illness and disease to human beings.In this regard, they
believe there are spirits of itchy skin, ofmuscle ache and
joint ache, of headache and foot pain, ofear ache, of malaria
and of stomach ache,etc.All these spirits need to be
exorcised.
The Va people call the human soul "kuan", and believe
that when one is sick, the soul is temporarily separatedfrom
the body.Sacrificial rituals are required to get the soul
back.One kind of such ritual is called "zhao hun" (soul
invoking)(Song, E.C. 1980:45-50).It is performed by one33
person walking and carrying a basket filled with foods, while
chanting incantations.The lost soul is supposed to come back
by attaching itself to the food, then the sick shouldconsume
the food so that soul and body are reunited.The Va people
also believe in "mzan", namely, the continuation of life after
death.Ancestor worship is based on the concept of mzan.The
spirits of the ancestors are believed to have thepower to
intervene in the affairs of the living (Song, E.C.1980:45-
50).
There is no hierarchy among the spirits, despite thefact
that they are classified into greater and lesser types.There
is no system of subordination between the twotypes, that is,
the greater spirits
force.All spirits
can not terrorize the lesser
are independent, and are not
jurisdictionofotherspirits. Forinstance,
ones with
under the
aperson
suffering from malaria or itch need only offer sacrificeto
the spirits to which the disease is relevant.It is useless
in this case to plead with to muitf, the mostpowerful spirit.
Historically, the Va have lived ina decentralized community
composed of severalsettlements. They have never been
governed by a higher authority,or jointly recognized a
superior ruler; hence there is nosupreme deity in the world
of the spirits (Tian 1985:49-58).34
Religious activities
The above-mentioned spirits and ancestor worshipare
manifested in various religious activities.The major forms
of ritual are offering sacrifices to the water spirit, pulling
wooden drums, cow tail severing and headhunting.
The Va people make sacrifices to the water spirit in Ge
Reimonth,thefirstmonthintheVacalendarwhich
corresponds roughly to the month of December(Lu,G.H.
1980:31-33).The purpose of this worship is to pray for good
weather for the crops.The main work activity during this
time is repairing or revamping conduits.Since Va villages
are mostly situated on mountain slopes and mountain tops with
no rivers or wells, water for daily living is diverted from
springs in the mountains by conduits.The length of the
conduits varies with the distances from spring to the village.
Some conduits are several miles long.Conduits are made of
bamboo strips fitted together, and need to be repairedonce a
year during the period of water spirit sacrificing.This
activity is conducted as a public works project in whicheach
family provides one member along witha share of bamboo strips
to help with the repairs.Any family absent without a good
excuse is publicly reprimanded.Two to three days are needed
to repair all the water conduits.During the course of the
work, it is necessary to offer sacrifices to the water spirit
by killing one pig and several mice.A chicken is also killed35
for the purpose of divination tosee if there will be a good
weather for crops (Editing Group 1986:155).
Another ritual is called "pulling the wooden drum".Each
village in Ximeng has oneor more wooden drum houses (see
figure 13) and every wooden drum house has twowooden drums,
believed to be "male" and "female".A wooden drum is a tree
trunk with a scooped-out cavity, about two-meterslong and
one-meter in diameter.When beaten, the drum sends off low
and deep sounds as far as twenty to thirty milesaway; it is
especially effective on a still night.The Va people believe
that the wooden drum itself is sacred because itcan be used
to communicate with to muitf.They believe the wooden drum to
be a spirit and offer sacrifices to it.They seldom beat it
except when there is a need to call peopletogether,for
instance,for religious rites and military actions.26A
wooden drum needs to be replacedevery ten to twenty years.
A big village has five to six wooden drum housesand usually
replaces its wooden drums every one to twoyears.To make a
new wooden drum, the Va people have to pull a section ofa big
tree trunk from the forest into the village.Pulling the
wooden drum takes about ten days from start to finish.The
first step is to send someone to the forestto select a tree.
Then, one evening, the priest orders woodcuttersto assemble
in the forest.Before they start cutting, they shoot two
26 In New Guinea people have the same practice of
beating a drum to transmit information.36
bullets at the selected tree in order to cast out the tree
spirit.In the meantime the priest prays under the tree.
Next, they cut from the tree a section of trunkabout two
meter long.Tied to the trunk around its knots isa long
rattan with which to pull the trunk back to the villageunder
the direction of the priest and the elderly people.Almost
all men in the village participate in this operation.Some
are asked to even up or repair the road ahead and others to
pull the rattan while singing and dancing.The scene is
rather lively.All this happens on the second day.On the
third day, the whole village takesa day off.On the fourth
day, the wooden drum is pulled inside the village.Then, the
priest prays and chants:
We have pulled back the wooden drum, andare offering
the decapitated head and stabbedcow as sacrifices to
you.Give us a year of good harvest, and protectus from
attacks and plunderings by other villages.If we are
treated unfairly, we will notspare the bullies any
revenge.Give us a good life and we will offermore
stabbed cows as sacrifices to you.
Immediately afterward, all new wooden drumsare drawn to the
wooden drum house.For each wooden drum pulled, one ormore
families stab a cow for sacrifice.The fifth day is another
day of rest.On the sixth day five carpenters andone
blacksmith begin scooping outa cavity in the tree trunk.Six
days after this is done, a sacrifice isonce again offered,
thus bringing to an end of the activity of pullingthe wooden
drum.
A wooden drum is made of a tree known by the Va peopleas37
"ma gong".If the selected tree stands by itself without
surrounding twigs and branches, or bushes, and if it is rather
hard and sturdy, the drum made of it is believed to be male,
otherwise it is believed to be female (Tian, J.Z.1980:127-
129; Song, E.C. 1980:45-50).
Cow tail severing,held before spring planting,is
anotherrelativelyimportantreligiousactivityinVa
villages.The main feature of the activity is the moving of
once sacrificed human skulls from the wooden drum house to the
forest27 where they are puton the skull stakes28 (see figures
14 and 15)Meanwhile village people go hunting fornew human
heads to replace the ones just removed.
The yearly frequency of cow tail severing ritesis
unspecified; the more the better.If two or more families
want to do cow tail severing at thesame time, the one who
goes through ritual first is required to take a human skull
from the wooden drum house to the forest and thenback to the
same wooden drum house afterwards.The one who is last to go
through the ritual is required tomove the same skull to the
forest where it is put on a skull stake and stored permanently
27 A forest with skullstakesissacred andis
therefore inaccessible to people of other villages.
28 A skull stake is made of wood andmeasures about one
meter in length and 35cm in width.One end of it is driven
into the ground, and the top end hasa cavity within where a
skull is stored.Outside the cavity is a carved human face
complete with the five senseorgans.Around the face are
carved squares (in a checkerboard pattern).Each square is
painted with lime paste or cow's blood.38
(Tian, J.Z. 1985:53-54).Every cow tail severing ritual calls
for cow stabbing and prayers.The whole operation takes at
least ten days, reaching a climax in the last two days ofcow
stabbing, cow tail severing and beef snatching.Also, during
these two days, the villagers, both men andwomen, sing and
dance to make the occasion really festive.To sever a cow's
tail, it is necessary first to tie thecow to a pole (see
figure 16).Many stout young men waiting nearby hold knives
ready to snatch the beef.A little ways back on the high
ground, elderly men, women and children, stand to watchwhat
is going on.The priest, after saying his prayers,uses a
steel knife, already in his hand, to sever the cow's tail,and
throws the tail over the house of theperson sponsoring the
ritual.At this moment the crowd of young people start to
rush over to the cow.In no time the carcass is stripped and
all that is left is the skeleton.The situation isso
dangerous as to cause injuries and death (see figure17).
More than ten deaths were reported in 1957 (Tian:1985:54).
The number of the cows killed for offering sacrifices
each year is rather high.Incomplete statistics show that
Yuesong village (in Ximeng) alone, from the second halfof the
year 1954 to the first half of the year 1957; killed about874
cows (Editing Committee of Yunnan 1983: V.1:49-51).
In the 1950's, hunting human heads had virtuallyceased
in most of the Va areas except insome places in Ximeng where
it persisted until 1958.The Va believe that in offering39
human heads as sacrifices they can bring goodcrops and secure
the village's safety.Despite the fact that they have given
up headhunting,some villagesstilltendtoresortto
sacrificing human heads when facing drought.To avoid making
enemies with other villages, however, they oftenare willing
to pay high prices to buy human heads.
Previously, human heads were offeredas sacrifices twice
a year,in March before planting,and after the autumn
harvest.Head hunting among villages led to retaliation.
Animosity, once started, often took several generationsto
settle.On one occasion, a village managed to seizemore than
ten heads from other hostile villages.After every raid some
of the skulls were used in sacrifices; the restwere given to
friendly villages.
Headhunting rituals were heldinsecrecyand were
strictly concealed from hostile villages.The whole process
tookabouttendays. Usuallyoneormorefamilies
participated in cow stabbing; afterwards therest of the
villagers occupied themselves by singing, dancingand beating
drums in a state of revelry for several days.When the
decapitated head was brought back, itwas enshrined first in
the house of the decapitator for two days.Afterwards other
households could ask to keep the head forone day only.The
last stop was the house of one of the decapitator's relatives.
Whoever kept the head in their houseswas required to stab a
cow or to kill a pig for sacrificial rites.Finally came the40
moving of the head to the wooden drum house ina rite which
goes as follows:First, the ceremonial leader removed the
head from the family's sacrificial altar and handed it to two
young virgin girls for them to carry on a wooden pole across
their shoulders.Then they began a procession, led by the
decapitator, and followed by the two girls, who, inturn, were
followed by other villagers.The procession - accompanied by
an intense emotion as evidenced by the marchers half-walking
and half-jumping, beating drums and firing rifles- headed for
the wooden drum house, where the head was placedon an altar.
The people then sprinkled rice over the head, andprayed:
"Give us enough to eat and towear.Let us have an abundant
crop."
Headhunting brought the Va peopleenormous suffering from
indiscriminate killings that had negative impactson their
security and productivity.Realizing this,some villages
decided to abolish headhunting ritual altogether, whileothers
made use of dead men's heads or animal headsas substitutes in
offering sacrifices.Headhunting is still not punished by
local common law, which does not hold individualslegally
responsible for the killings.This explains why the headless
body (mentioned earlier in the introduction) alarmedno one
and was looked upon as "business as usual" (Tian1985:55-58).
After the Chinese Communist Party established its regime,
thelocalauthoritiestried patientlyby mediation and41
indoctrination to educate the Va people and help themsettle
their conflicts peacefully.Awareness on the part of the Va
finally put an end to headhunting by 1958.
Among the Chinese ethnologists and anthropologists it is
generally believed that headhuntingamong the Va was closely
associated with agriculturalactivities,butitsripple
effects went far beyond this.The practice blended with
religion and myth.It permeated all aspects of Va life,
physically as well as spiritually.It manifested itself in
the following cultural characteristics:
1.Group-life:Headhunting of the Va was conducted by
each village acting as a unit, and itwas a public religious
activity in which the whole village had tobe involved.As a
result the village achieved solidarity ofpurpose in so far as
this activity was concerned.
2.Regularization:Every sacrificial rite connected
with headhunting, though slightly different ineach stockaded
village, was essentially thesame.The practice was observed
generation after generation with thesame explanations as to
its origins and functions and told inthe same mythical and
legendary perspectives. The priest's teachingswere the basic
stabilizing factor in the traditionalway of life among the
Va.
3.Mysticism:The Va people thought that a human head
used as a sacrificial offering couldcurry favor with the
spirit they worshipped to achieve what couldnot otherwise42
havebeenpossible. Forthisreasonthepracticeof
headhunting has been wrapped in mysticism.
4. "Viciouscycle": Vaheadhuntingwasalways
accompanied by revenge motives and armed clashesamong the
villages.In many instances, armed clashes stemming from
head-hunting would last generations, and few couldescape or
control the tragedy.Revenge killings went on and on in a
vicious cycle.
A Comparative View of Headhunting
Headhuntinghasbeenpracticedworld-widethough
sporadically (Hutton, J.H. 1958:295).It was a phenomenon of
folkways resulting from various psychological, culturaland
social factors found in several parts ofthe world.Among
different cultures, the intensity of headhunting varied.In
Europe the practice actually survived until the early20th
century in the Balkan peninsula, where the removal ofthe head
was thought to affect the future life of the soul.It is
likely that people believed in the transfer ofthe soul matter
of the decapitated to the decapitator. In Africa,the
principle involved has shown itself in theform of human
sacrifice rather than true headhunting.Dahoney and Ashanti
are notorious examples.Bona fide headhunting occurred in
Nigeria, where a number of aspects stronglyresembled the
Indonesian practice.As in Indonesia, headhunting among the43
Kagoro, and perhaps other tribes in Nigeria,was associated
with the fertility of the crops, with marriage, and withlife
of the victim in the next world.In the mountainous terrain
of northern Luzon, Philippines, headhuntingamong the Kalinga
people helped establish one's reputation (Dozier 1958).The
more enemy heads one took,the haughtier he would feel.
Headhunting among the Kalinga people also servedanother
importantfunction thatofmaintainingterritorial
boundaries.In the Solomon Islands the actual expedition to
obtain a head formed the climax ina series of ceremonial acts
extending overanumber ofyears. The suppression of
headhunting by British colonial authoritieswas a serious
factor in the decay of native society anda decrease in
population.In parts of Micronesia the head of the slain
enemy was paraded about with dancing; this servedas an appeal
for raising a fee for the chief to defray public expenditure.
The head might be lent to another chief for thesame purpose.
In Taiwan the Gaoshan nationality (Taiwanese aborigines)used
human heads to offer sacrifices to their deity inorder to
avoid calamities and eradicate illnesses.Most Gaoshan
believed that human head sacrifice couldelevate them to the
paradise of the Buddhists upon their death.Also, in this
culture headhunting was used toexpress divine judgement.In
a dispute, headhunting could be employed to decide whowas
right or wrong.Whoever hunted a head first would be deemed
right, leaving the other at fault.Besides these functions,44
headhunting,amongtheGaoshan wasalsopartofother
institutions.Take marriage as an example.If two young men
happened to fall in love with the same girl, the one who first
successfully removed a human head was entitled to marry the
girl.In North America the general practice of headhunting
was to take the scalp rather than the head,indicating
probably that the soul was thought to be located in the hair.
What was the religious implication of headhunting among
the Va?Chinese ethnologists agree that the purpose of
offering human head in a sacrifice to the Va deity was to ask
for a good harvest.From the data collected by the Chinese
ethnologists, we see that the headhunting of the Va was
conducted during and around the season ofthe planting
activity. Intensification of the traditional cultivation
method,slash-and-burn, had caused damage in the form of
deforestation, soil erosion and low grain output.Food became
a scarcity to them.It is easy to imagine how eager they were
for a good grain harvest.The Va preferred a man with a big
beard as their headhunting victim, since they thought a big
beard symbolized dense grain. We may infer that no matter
how many functions headhunting was thought to have, asking for
good farm crops was the utmost purpose.
It is of interest to note that in cultures outside China
the practice of headhunting also has been generally associated
with agriculture.The difference lies in the fact that the Va
people practiced sacrificial headhunting primarily to curry45
favor with their deity for a bountiful year, while in thecase
of other cultures the underlying idea of the human head
sacrifice is to imbue the soil with productivity for the
fertility of crops (Hutton, J.H. 1958:294-295).
The Impact of Religious Activities on the Va Economy
In the past the Va religious activities mentioned above
incurred significant costs (Tian 1985:58-59).In 1957, from
January to May, 64 cows, 57 pigs and 83 chickens were killed
in Damasan village of Ximeng.Additionally, 7,500 kilograms
of grain and 550 "ban kai"29 of cash were consumed.All the
above goods were worth about 17,806 yuan.If this sum of
money were distributed to the villagers, each household would
receive 83.2 yuan which could buy 22.18 dou" of grain.
Taking five people as an average for each household, whatwas
spent on religious activities could have bought enough food to
last the Damasan people for 74 days.
During the religious activities, not onlywas everyone in
the village involved, but many people from other friendly
villages were invited as guests.They ate and drank lavishly.
In addition to the village-wide religious activities, there
were alsolife cycle and healing ceremonies related to
29 Ban kai was circulating currency before 1950 in
Yunnan.One ban kai equals one Chinese dollar (a major silver
coin formerly in circulation).
30 A unit of dry measure for grain (1 decaliter)46
childbirth, weddings, funerals and sickness, etc..
The Va people's religious activities have had no small
impact on their productivity.Beside the major religious
activities which bring their production almost toa halt,
there are other events, or accidents related toor requiring
rituals, such as hunting for leopards, houses caught on fire,
murders and other unscheduled occurrences, which divert people
away from production.
Families and individuals pay for theirown religious
rites. The major village-wide religious activitiesare paid
for by one or several families which volunteer tosponsor such
activities.Every major religious event calls for a stabbed
cow.Therefore, those who volunteer to take charge of the
sacrificial rites need to be contacted beforehand. Many
people are willing to bear the costs, because theysee it as
a virtue which boosts their social status.Anyone who can
afford to buy a cow but is unwilling so to do would risk
reproach or censure by the public and the headman.There are
those who, having never participated in acow stabbing rite,
and hoping to save face, decide finally to spend all their
savings to compete for a chance tosponsor such a ritual.
Despite many years of savings, an aspiringsponsor might come
up empty-handed.
The Va people think it is honorable to have stabbedmany
cows and to have participated often in sacrificial rituals.
They treasure cow skulls, take good care of them, and show47
them off as their main form of wealth, or as a status symbol
(see figure 18).They display cow heads inside their houses,
under the eaves, and even build houses to store them.There
was one rich family which had hundreds of cow heads kept in
its house.Many families like this one had a long history of
participation in cow stabbing rituals.
Ritual activities, including worship of the water spirit,
pulling the wooden drum, cow tail severing, and headhunting
are revered by the Va people as opportunities to show their
bravery and bellicosity.To them, bravery is a virtue, while
cowardice is a terrible disgrace.Therefore, Va people find
satisfaction in these ritual activities.
Buddhism and Christianity
ThetwoschoolsofBuddhism,the"Lesser Vehicle"
(Hinayana)and"GreaterVehicle"(Mahayana)31bothhave
believers among the Va people.The Greater Vehicle was
introduced to the two villages,Yenshuai and Jiatuo,in
m Hinayana, also called Theravada, is a conservative
branch of Buddhism comprising sects chiefly in Ceylon, Burma,
Thailand, Laos and Cambodia.Its doctrine adheres to the
original Pali scriptures and to the nontheistic ideal of
nirvana for a limited number of devotees .Mahayana is a
liberal and theistic branch of Buddhism comprising sects
chiefly in China and Japan.It recognizes a large body of
scripture in addition to the Pali canon and teaches social
concern and universal salvation.48
Cangyuan county,coming from Dali32 more than one hundred
years ago. By 1920,due to military clashes and social
instability, Buddhism still existed only in one of the two
villages,thatis,Jiatuo. The"LesserVehicle"was
introduced to the Va also about one hundred years ago through
the Dai nationality.In 1956, in Cangyuan the number of Va
believers in the "Lesser Vehicle" reached approximately twenty
thousand.
Buddhism seems to have affected some aspects of Va
custom.For example, Buddhists are forbidden to slaughter
domestic animals, and to drink excessively.This teaching, to
adegree,restrained the Va Buddhistsfrom slaughtering
sacrificial animals.The Va people who believed in Buddhism
had long banned the practice of headhunting and rarely stabbed
cows,or killed pigs to offer them as sacrifices(Tian
1985:60-62).
In 1900,the Chinese and British governments met to
delimit the boundaries between China and Burma for the first
time.In 1912, the American Baptist Church sent a missionary
known as Yong Willie (transliterated) to Lahu and Vaareas to
preach Christianity.He bought a piece of hilly land in
Lancang33 County for one hundred Chinese dollars, andon it
build a church and several houses.He attempted to win
32 Dali is situated northeast of Cangyuan,and is
primarily inhabited by people of the Bai nationality.
33 A county in the west of Ximeng,where the Lahu
people lived.49
followers and train native pastors by holding Bible classes.
Eventually, through several decades of effort, Willie and his
successors successfully spread Christianity among the Lahu and
Va minorities in the Lancang and Cangyuan areas.Altogether,
there were probably about twenty thousand Christian believers
among Va people by 1970.
m According to 1956 statistics,there were about
15,000 Christian believers in Cangyuan County, most of whom
were the Va people.The number of the Va Christians in
Lancang county is unknown (Tian 1985:60-62).50
CHAPTER 4. ECONOMICSYSTEM
Agriculture
The Va in Ximeng long ago ceased being a hunting-oriented
community to become a settled agricultural society.Although
their handicraft industry is not highly developed, they have
limited specialization of labor.A class of merchants or
traders does not exist among the Va in Ximeng.
Agriculture is the main sector of the Va economy.The
technology used in agriculture has changed somewhat in recent
decades.Tools made of iron acquired from the Han are widely
used, though few in quantity.Farm tools made of bamboo and
wood have not been entirely replaced.Except for a small
number of paddy fields owned by a few villages, dry land
constitutes the major portion of cultivated area.The Va have
used two methods of cultivating dry land: slash-and-burn and
plough-and-sow.35 The introduction of hoes and ploughsto the
Va led to a partial change in their farming methods from
slash-and-burn to plough-and-sow, a process which occurred
over one hundred years.As late as 1950, these two methods
were about equally employed.Generally, slash-and- burn land
was allowed to lie fallow every other year, while plough-and-
35 Slash-and-burn is clearing and burning of vegetation
and planting in the burnt fields (see note 10).Plough-and-
sow starts with cutting down the trees, after which the forest
land is ploughed and seeded.51
sow land could be used continuously for three or four years.
How often plough-and-sow land was fallowed depended on its
size, but usually ranged from five to ten years.
Water resources in Ximeng are plentiful, but, with the
exceptionofsomevillageswhichprovideditchesfor
collecting water for paddy fields, they have no irrigation
systems.In the event of drought or flood, the Va people seek
the help of spirits by offering sacrificial animals.The
employment of animal power followed the introduction of the
plough.The Va people did not attach great importance to
using animal power even after this happened.On the contrary,
they continued to kill many animals in religious sacrifices.
They did know how to use the ashes of the burnt grass and wood
for fertilizer, but not the manure.
Small monogamous families were the units of economic
production.Men and women were equally expected to perform
labor divided into appropriate tasks according to gender.
However, there was no hard-and-fast division of labor between
genders.Generally speaking, men were expected to do hard
work such as girding, felling and burning trees and plowing to
make land arable, while women were assigned to carry water, to
look for firewood and to gather grain and other crops.Most
other jobs were shared by both males and females(Tian
1980:11). Due to the frequency of different kindsof
religious activities, taboos restricting production, and time
spent on armed conflict, a laborer's productivity was limited52
to only 150 workdays per year, averaging five to six hoursa
day.
Limited by technology and work environment, agricultural
output was rather low.In a normal year, the output in the
case of plough-and-sow was about 15 times the number of seeds
sowed, or about 150 jin36 per mu.In the case of slash-and-
burn, the output was about ten times the number of seeds
sowed, 100 jin per mu.Take Damasan as an example.In one
year an average laborer can gather about 1,058 jin of grain.
After deducting 512 jin for production overhead and personal
consumption, what is left (546 jin) is just enough to support
another person.Were it not for so much spent on religious
activities, the Va could have maintaineda higher standard of
living, though still somewhat low.As an example, in Damasan
village, from December 1956 to May 1957, the valueof the
livestock killed for sacrifices,if calculated in grain,
amounted to approximately 292,888 jin, or about half of grain
the villagers required for their total consumption.Let's
take a look at income and expenditure in 1956.Including
grain production, opium sales and sideline earnings,total
income was about 791,596 jin, while expenditureswere about
833,754 jin.The shortfall was 42,158 jin.In other words,
each villager would go hungry for anaverage of 40 days in a
year.The rich families, about 11 percent of all households,
had enough food.The moderate income families, about 54
36 A unit of weight (1/2 kilogram)53
percent of the households, experienceda shortage of food for
one to two months.The rest of the households, about 34
percent, were poor families, sufferinga severe shortage of
food and having to live on wild or undomesticatedvegetables
for three months (Tian 1980:12-14).
Handicraft Production
Va handicraft production, which is stillclosely related
to agriculture, includes blacksmithing,spinning and weaving,
bamboo crafts, and wine making.Most villages have one or
more blacksmiths.In a hard-working day a blacksmithcan make
one knife or two to three sickles.The Va people do not know
how to smelt iron.The iron they need for blacksmithing is
imported from elsewhere. Va blacksmiths,are primarily
farmers who work at this craft only inthe slack season.
Mostly, they make or repair tools forother villagers and get
paid for their labor.In general, adults make bamboo articles
for their own use,and only occasionallyforexchange.
Spinning and weaving are women's main handiworkat home.The
tools they use are cotton-cracking machines,cotton-fluffing
bows, spindles and waist- length37weavers(see figure 19).
With these tools,a skilled spinner or weaver in one daycan
crack about three to four jin of unginnedcotton, fluff one to
37 The height from the ground where theweaver sits.54
two jin of cotton, spin one half to one liane of thread,or
weave four to five feet of cloth.Even if a Va woman uses all
her spare time on spinning and weaving, it is still difficult
for her to keep up with the needs of her family for clothing
and food.
Drinking wine is prevalent among the Va people.They
drink at all social events, including religious, political and
socialfunctions. Astheiradagegoes,"Nowine,no
protocol". There are two different kinds of wines: water wine
and alcoholic spirits.39Every grown-up can make water wine,
but not all can make spirits.
All Va men and women are in a habit of chewing bin
lane.When seriously in love, young men and women usually
present bin lang as gifts to one other to show their feelings.
Bin lang chewing makes their lips red, and teethblackened.
As they chew, they habitually spit,which results in red
patches on the roads leading to the village:"Most bin lang
is made for personal use.Any excess would be for sale (Tian
1985:13-14).
38 A unit of weight (50 grams)
39 Water wine is made of red beans fermented by yeasts.
After the fermentation, water is added and later drained.The
making of alcoholic spirits is similar to the methodused by
the Han but withsomewhat crudeequipment(Tian,J.Z.
1980:121).
40 The Han term "Bin Lang" refers to a substance made
of betel leaves and lime.
41 The native people of New Guinea also have thesame
habit of chewing bin lang.55
Market Exchange
There are two important factors in the development of
market exchange in the Va area:the need to improve their
livelihood and the production of opium as a special trade
item.Opium cultivation among the Va people has a history of
more than one hundred years.It began with the encroachment
of the British Empire.Nevertheless, opium cultivation was of
great importance to the advancement of Va society and its
expansion of trade with the outside world.In the early
1950's, almost every household was involved in opium planting.
Each household in Masan village could harvest an average of 41
liang of opium each year, the total proceeds amounting to
about 32 percent of the total agricultural income.The Va
people themselves did not consume opium; almost all the opium
harvested was exported and became a stimulus to commercial
activities.When opium was on the market, many Han merchants
would come from faraway places to purchase it, offering in
exchange cows, salt, cloths, weapons, daily necessities or
religious articles.The Va people themselves also brought
opium to nearby Han towns for similar kinds of barter.The
logical result was that trade activities tended to become
seasonal in character with opium as their driving force.Va
traders used cows purchased from the Han to acquire opium from
their fellow villagers to sell again to the Han.As middle
men, they netted about a 50 percent profit.This is how rich56
households were brought into being.This kind of exchange
relationship, though somewhat unusual, did establish internal
andexternalrelationshipsinthematterofcommodity
exchanges,andindirectlyfacilitatedthecommercial
advancement of Va society.
Prior to the introduction of opium cultivation,there was
no such thing as a market in Ximeng.With opium cultivation
and the inroads of the Han merchants, there graduallyemerged
a seasonal opium market.Up to the 1940's this opium market
remained the primary form of trading activity.The market was
held once every five days on the barren hillsidewhere there
were neither households nor buildings (see figure 20).People
from each village brought farm products, suchas grain, red
rice, yams, betel-nut, bananas, and long knivesto the fair,
putting up stalls to display theirwares. Through this
experience the Va people becamevery familiar with the value
of bartered items, for instance,one sain of grain for one
Jiang of tea, a certain amount of opium foracow, and one
piece of fur for a measure of salt.There was also the
special currency, ban kai, used in the market.Since 1957
this currency has generally been out of circulation.
Many mediators were associated with the trading.Some of
them did the weighing; some negotiated prices forboth sides;
others just offered a few favorable words in the midstof the
bargaining to facilitate the deal.In all such cases they had
to be fairly compensated by both sides.Especially in the57
case of big dealings, such as sales of animals and slaves,
mediators were regarded as indispensable.
Traders among the Va were a long way from being fully
specialized.Rich households, though consisting largely of
those engaged in commercial activities with trading profitsas
onesourceoftheir prosperity,were primarilyfarming
families;they did business only in their spare time or
during the slack season,and their major income was from
agricultural production.In Ximeng, there was only one full-
time bona fide merchant.This person, Ai Nao of a Damasan
village, owned six to seven mules.In the spring, he would go
out to sell opium and to buy cows,cloth,salt,chilies,
clothes, daily necessities and farm implements which he then
sold to the Va people, making a 50 percent profit.Upon the
arrival of the rainy season, he stayed home idle, livingon
what he had earned.
Land and Property Ownership
In the early 1950's, land tenure among the Va in Ximeng
was changing from collective ownership to private ownership by
the monogamous family.At this time Masan was made up of
eight small stockaded villages withmore than ten lineages.
Its land was divided into two parts: that privately owned by
the families, and that publicly owned by the village, the
former comprising rice fields and dry farmland, and the latter58
mostly barren hills, untamed forests,or lands unfit for
cultivation.There were altogether 107 pieces of land, of
which 84 were privately owed, and 23 publicly owned.T h e
privately owned land could either be occupied, inherited,or
transferred.It could also be mortgaged, sold, or bought.
The concept of private ownership, however,was still limited
by collective requirements.For instance, one who wished to
sell a piece of land should try to approach the village first.
If one moved elsewhere, the land left untended couldonly be
transferred to relatives or village friends.If relatives or
friends did not take over the land, the village automatically
took the possession of it.
Public land was basically owned by all villagers.In
some places, the headman tended to control the public land.
Villagers could freely claim from the headmana piece of
public land and keep it for themselves withoutinterference.
People from other villages were deniedaccess to the public
land unless they first receive the headman's approval.They
had to bring a gift to the headman, suchas a bag of tea, a
couple of candles, or ban kai currency.When finished using
this land, they had to return it to the villageand were not
supposed to retain it as privately owned.
There was at least minimal disparity in wealthamong the
Va people in Ximeng.According to their economic condition,
theycouldbeclassifiedintorich,well-offand poor
households,buttherewerenopeoplewhoareutterly59
destitute.All villagers were entitled to possessa certain
amount of land and at most they could freely claim less
desirable public lands for themselves.It follows, then, that
they did not need to rent land.Cows also were not for rent,
since they were used for religious sacrifices.
The Organization of Work
Among the Va people in Ximeng production activitieswere
traditionally organized in severalways: joint cultivation,
labor exchange, land borrowing, slave owning, tenant farming,
hiring, and loaning.
Joint cultivation, usually of a temporary nature,often
took place between two families out of the mutualneed for
increasing farm production.The two families shared seeds and
labor regardless of who was strongeror weaker, and shared
equally in the products, regardless of whose landwas being
used.
Laborer exchange was a form of mutual assistance in
farming during busy seasons.There were three kinds of labor
exchange:family-for-familyexchange,person-for-person
exchange, and person- for-cow exchange.In family-for-family
exchange, groups ofrelatives and friends helped one another
without regard to the size of the landor to the capabilities
of the individuals in each group.Person-for-person exchange
was based on balancing the number of persons involved, but not60
on how strong or capable they were.Person-for-cow exchange
was a case where a family without a cow worked to gain theuse
of someone else's cow.
Households which did not own enough farm land could
borrow land from others who had a surplus.Generally no
compensation was required.
Slavery came into existence among the Va people in Ximeng
as a means to pay off debts.Sometimes parents who were
deeply in debt were forced to sell their childrenas slaves;
at other times lenders seized children from parents whowere
behind in their debts.42Noteworthy, however, is the fact
that these slaves did not completely lose theirhuman rights.
They lived with the owners as family members.They freely
participated in religious activities, and couldeven marry
free people.Slave status was not continued indefinitely.
Moreover, most slaves were adopted by theowners as their own
children; hence slave status was terminated.Slaves were not
the foundation of production, as they accountedfor only four
to five percent of the whole population and 60percent were
childrenunder15yearsofage. Theabove-mentioned
characteristics indicate that slave ownershipamong the Va was
similar to adoption and did not involve seriousdeprivation of
human rights.
Tenant farming among the Va was an isolated phenomenon,
42 The amount of debt did not have to be large.As
little as twenty jin of grain could warrant seizure.61
and limited almost exclusively to theirrelations with non-Va
outsiders.However, with the privatization ofproperty,
suitable conditions existed for thispractice to be introduced
and take hold.
Hiring was rather common.About 60 percent of the poor
farmers had to work for others in varyingdegrees in order to
supplement their incomes.Rich households needed to hire
people to take care of anaverage 25 percent of their land.
Hiring was mostly on a daily basis.Temporary hiring worked
well with the Valaborersin Ximeng because theirown
production was the mainsource of their livelihood.It was
impossible or impractical to selltheir labor for a long
period of time.
Usury existed among the Va throughouttheir existence.
Almostallrich households practicedusury with annual
interest of about 50 to 100percent.Seventy to 80 percent of
poor families failed to pay their debts in time.This was the
excuse for creditors to ransack theirhouses and confiscate
their property.Receipts from interest accountedfor about 12
to 15 percent of the total incomeof rich households (Editing
committee of Yunnan 1983:V.1:24-26).62
CHAPTER 5. SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION OF THE VA
Soon after it was deployed to Ximeng in 1952, the Chinese
Liberation Army proceeded to setup a work corps which was
sent to all villages to reorient the Va Peopleand introduce
innovations in their way of life (Tian1985:79-82).The new
local communist government tried to uniteall the Va people
and headmen under the slogan:"Solidarity, Production and
Progress", to improve production.At that time the Va people
were living a very hard life.Most families were barely able
to acquire0.5 jinofsalt per person per year. The
government provided a significant amount of grainand salt to
relieve this situation.Such relief was followed by loans of
seeds, grain, ploughs and hoes, and byassistance in digging
ditches, opening up paddy fields, and raisingcotton, tea and
other marketable crops.In 1956 the government selecteda few
likely places in Ximeng to start experimentalcooperatives.
The cooperatives first tried to help theVa people switch from
the slash-and-burn method of farming toplough-and-sow and to
teach them how to use cowsas draft animals.Many cows were
harnessed and put to work.With these efforts, six of the
experimental cooperatives greatly improvedtheir harvests,
from 200 to 300 jin of grainper mu to 600 jin per mu by 1965.
The Va people, having benefitted in thisway, were encouraged
to set up more cooperatives.The rich households alsowere
encouraged to join.By 1977, the number of paddy fieldswas63
13 times that of 1952.Two reservoirs were built andmore
thantenditchesweredugtoincreaseirrigatedland
(Compiling Group 1986:56-60).
In the past,armed conflict,headhunting and house
ransacking(chaojia)43occurred often enough among the
villagestointerfere with production. The government
interceded by sending representatives to talkto those who
were enemies because of headhunting to make themaware of how
much they had suffered.As a result, people became determined
to give up headhunting and armed conflict,and former enemies
became friends.
To counter the problems stemming from disputesover
debts, the government offered the followingsolution: debtors
were given production tools, seeds and grain rationsto help
them improve their cultivation, and creditcooperatives were
organized to make them loans.The debtors were able topay
their debts by installments.All debts were to be canceledor
paid off after October,1958.Thus the Va people were
liberated from usury (Compiling Group1986:57-58).
The method of eradicating opium-planting,as formulated
bytheChinesegovernment,wastoheightenlegitimate
production and improve the standard ofliving.Once the
government and its various trade agenciesstarted to achieve
results, opium-planting in Ximeng began todwindle.By 1958
43 "Chao jia", a Han term, means ransackinga house and
removing the contents thereof, often withfailure to pay a
debt as an excuse.64
opium-planting, regarded as an obstacle toprogress, had been
totally eradicated from Ximeng (Tian 1985:14-15).
Lessons of Reform
After 1957, Va agriculture progressed well,but also
sufferedfromerrors madeingovernmentpolicy. When
cooperatives were being set up in 1957, therewas so much
eagerness for quick success on the part of the authorities
that they were blinded to realities.An erroneous slogan was
adopted, which goes: "Learn from the interior4,catch up with
the interior, and get ahead of the interior"(Compiling Group
1986:61-63).Consequently, the general situation in Ximeng
was overlooked and the lion's share of the fundingwas dumped
into a few experimental cooperatives.The investment was so
lopsided as to heavily reduce aid tomost of the farming
sector. Meanwhile,the Va people of Wonu villagewere
outraged by wanton tree-cutting and ditch-diggingdone by the
cooperatives.They were so outraged that they ransackedand
looted the cooperative buildings and thehouses of cooperative
members.Even the lives of the cooperative cadreswere put in
jeopardy.It took government intervention and mediationto
finally diffuse the potentially explosivesituation.
4 "Interior" here refers to the inland,as opposed to
the border areas, of China.The inland, China proper,is
where most Han peoplelive,while most ofthe minority
nationalities live in borderareas.65
In 1958, the ripple effects of the ever-widening Anti-
Rightist Campaign also were felt in Ximeng.Many dedicated
cadres working for the cooperativeswere mistakenly labeled as
rightists.Under the impact of ultra leftist idealogy,even
in the almost classless Va society,many people were labeled
by the Han as"dizhu"(landlords)or"fu nong"(rich
peasants),andaccusedofpastexploitation. These
allegations were logically followed by thegame of "jie ji dou
zheng" (class struggle) which caused panic andfear among the
upper strata of Va society, and created a strained and tense
relationship among neighboring nationalities.After 1952 the
authority enjoyed by ceremonial leaders, priestsand headmen
had been restricted, thanks to the banning ofheadhunting and
armed clashes.For this reason, a sense of discontentwas
widely felt among the Va leadership.In September, 1958, when
uprisings against the government brokeout, Masan village was
set on fire and some members of theupper strata fled to Burma
(Compiling Group 1986:61-63).
From 1960 to 1963 there was a period of fleetingcalm.
Then during the ten-year Cultural Revolution(wen hau ge
ming)45thatstartedin1966,governmentpolicybecame
extremelyerratic. In1969,apeople'scommunewas
established in a matter ofseven days for the entire district
of Ximeng.All people, regardless of their nationality,were
as A political movement in China (1966-1976) launchedby
Mao Zedong to restore revolutionary zeal.66
forced to join this one and onlycommune, and to sell their
cows at a discount, for which payment was not made until 1975.
Despite the fact that Ximeng hadno passable roads,no
electricity, no schools, and nobody capableof comprehending
modern farming practices, many rice mills, tractorsand other
agricultural equipment were introduced into theproduction
team.Since no one knew how touse the new technology, the
equipment was taken apart out of curiosityand let pile up as
metal scraps.Mistakes were also made in planting.People
were allowed to grow only corn and no othercrops.Sideline
production was banned.People lived a hard life and had to
borrow money from the commune even to buy salt, cigarettes,or
needles and thread.
The lessons learned from the mistakesmade in the last
twenty years are mostly related to mistakenideology:1.
Failure to stress the importance of productivitybut instead
attaching importance to the idea ofclass struggle; 2.
Confusing equalitarian "daguo fan"46 with socialism; 3.
Lack of formal education to make the Vapeople aware of the
need to upgrade their skills.
After the death of Mao Zedong and the downfallof the
Gang of Four, all the accused rightists in Ximengwere given
46 Da guo fan, literally meaning "food ina large pot"
from which everyone eats, is an allusion tothe socialistic
catchword that"all be equally treated," from whichwas
derivedtheprincipleoflittleornodifferencein
compensation.As a result, no one was motivated to do better
or work harder; hence the prevailing attitudewas laziness and
idleness.67
a chance to be rehabilitated and to restore their reputation.
The wrongs done to those persecutedor put to death during the
Cultural Revolution were redressedas much as possible.
Personal properties previously confiscatedwere returned or
replaced by compensation.Those who suffered disabilities
from beatings received the right to specialcare for the rest
of their lives.Those who were forced to leave their jobs
werereinstatedandpaidretroactively. Theincome
supplements for minority leaders cut off duringthe Cultural
Revolution were restored, also retroactively.47
Commencing in 1979, the government changedits policies
toward the Va people.Commune members were allowed to keep
family plots and to privatelyown livestock.There was no
need to turn over excess portions of thegrain harvest" to
the state.Moreover, anyone, who harvested less than 500 jin
of grain a year was entitled to receivethe balance from the
government as a subsidy.These changes combined to give
peoplesomerelief. Grainproductionincreasedwhile
government subsidies were being graduallyreduced year after
year.Grain output went from 9,780,000 jin in1954,to
40,570,000 jin in 1982; this representsan increase of more
47 Before the Cultural Revolution, all theupper class
people belonging to minority nationalitieshad been given
supplemental allowances.
48 The grain harvest is normally dividedinto two
portions - the public portion to be deliveredto the state and
the private portion to be kept by thefarmer.If the harvest
meets more than what is required, theexcess portion is to be
at the farmer's disposal.68
than threefold in 28 years (Zhou, G.X. 1984:49).
Commerce
Aminoritytradeteam,establishedin1954,was
responsible mainly for regulating the movementof goods and
materials from inland areas to the Vapeople.It was also
responsible for distributing relief payments,seeds and tools
to stimulate production.In 1956 a county commercial trade
bureau was formed, and in 1963a three-point nationalities
trade policy (capital fund, profit-making and pricesupport)
was put into effect (Editing Group 1986:79).
Before 1952, market exchange using generalpurpose money
did not exist in Ximeng.There were no banks, and therewas
no paper currency in circulation.Capital was concentrated in
the hands of a few businessmen, and theexchange of goods
occurred mainly in the form of barter.
People's banks were instituted in 1956.Since then the
administration of currency circulationhas been gradually
strengthened.In 1980, the government adopteda preferential
policy for Ximeng to retain all of itsrevenues for local
expenditures,withanydeficittobemadeupbythe
government.Additionally, a reserve fund, about5 percent of
the local budget was established.Ximeng county's budget is
about 2 percent higher than the budgetsof other counties.
The extra has been used to support commercialand medical69
enterprises in the county.Under the preferential policy the
county'sincomehasincreased,whileexpenditureshave
decreased.Take 1981 and 1982 as an example.The annual
income for 1982 was 424,000 yuan,an increase of 54.5 percent
over that for 1981.Expenditures for 1981 were 4,149,000
yuan, 10.2 percent less than those for 1982.The deficit to
be made up by the government was somewhat less,but the local
economy still had not attained self-insufficiency.
Since 1984 individual enterprises have beenemerging
rapidly. Fifty-one percent of commercial and industrial
enterprisesinthe Vaareaareindividuallyownedand
contribute to busy market activity.
Industry
Before the establishment of the People's Republicof
China, the Va in Ximeng had onlya few small handicraft
industrieswhichweremerelysidelinestoagricultural
production.The communist government, to meet the need for
farming implements for agricultural development,built a tool
factory to produce hoes,long knives,ploughs and other
farming implements.Later, a winery, a food processing plant,
an oil processing plant, sugar refinery, a pottery factory and
a brickyard were built.In 1980, a tin ore processing plant
and a power station were built.The latter had the capacity
to produce 4,000,000 kwh of electricity in 1984.At present70
there are 218 tractors and 385 processing machinesof various
kinds in Ximeng.
The value of industrial output in 1954was 30,000 yuan,
which rose to 1,980,000 yuan in 1982, about65 times greater
(Zhou, G.X. 1984:49).
Transportation, Postal Service, and Telecommunications
Within the boundaries of Ximeng, thereare vast mountain
ranges upon which rivers cross each other and flow rapidly.
This makes transportation extremely difficult.In the past
people had to carry goods in baskets tied to theirforeheads
and supported across their backs.Since they needed to use
two hands to grab tree branchesor whatever they could reach
while climbing trails, the weight they carriedrested mostly
on their foreheads.
In 1956, in consultation with the local headmenwho then
gave their consent,49a highway was built from Lancang to
Ximeng.The highway resulted in closer contact betweenXimeng
and inland China.By the end of 1983, another road of 256.4
kilometershadbeenconstructedpassingthroughseven
districts to reach nineteen counties andfifty-four villages
(Editing Group 1986:76-77).
0 According to an exploratorysurvey, a section of
road had to be built through Zhongke village.The headmen did
not agree to having any road near the village.Therefore the
route had tobe detouredby constructing anextra ten
kilometers of road.71
Before the communist regime came to power themeans of
communication among the Va was limited.If attacked by other
villages, they had to beat a wooden drum for help.
Postalserviceandtelecommunicationswerefirst
established in 1956.Two years later, thirty-three counties
in seven districts had both of these services.By 1980,
broadcastingnetworksoriginatinginXimengcountyhad
established initial links with the outside world.
Current Economic Situation
The total area of Ximeng is 2,030,000mu,of which
507,000 mu or about 25 percent, is forest land.Cultivatable
land amounts to approximately 700,000mu which is about 35
percent of the total.The rest of the area, about 823,000mu,
is uncultivatable steep slopes.The mainstay of the economic
life of the Va people in Ximeng is the forestand farm area on
a wide open 1,207,000 mu-hillside.There are about 175 mu
available per capita, but the amount of landactually needed
is much less than this suggests.In the recent years the farm
land actually used has averaged about 220,000mu, less than
one-third of the cultivatable land.No farmland is seeded
season after season.The practice is to fallow each piece of
land one season a year.Now that both slash-and-burn and
plough-and-sow have proved increasingly less productive,and
as the forest land capable of being converted to farm land is72
diminishing, the Va are being urged to replace traditional
methods by fallow farming to make best use of all available
farm land (Editing Group 1986:66-69). Meanwhile, hunting wild
animals has all but disappeared. Actually at the present time
there are not many animals available to hunt.Hunting has,
therefore, inevitably been replaced by animal domestication.
Shifting cultivation, like hunting, has suffered fromthe loss
of the ecological protection of the forests and hasbeen
gradually superseded by fallow farming.These livestock and
fallow farming, have become the "two pillars" of Ximeng's
economy.By 1984 these two activities had greatly helped the
productivity of the county's ruraleconomy, yielding85.5
percent of total production, about 87yuan per capita.Also,
there was 530 jin of food and 15.2 jin of meatper person - a
standard of living much higher than that prior to the1952;
but, compared with that of other areas in China, thestandard
of living is still low and can only guaranteea minimum of
subsistence.Any efforts to improve the output of grain and
livestock would be very difficult to accomplish,because of
technological problems related to topographical limitations,
ecological deterioration, and isolation from outsidemarkets.
Therefore, in the foreseeable future the Va peoplecan only
hope to achieve a level of production to meet theirbasic
needs.
Expenditures in Ximeng will increase with the expansion
of local government services.However, production in Ximeng73
has no way to keep pace with such increases. Financial
subsidies must continue to come from the central government.
Aid from the government has served severalpurposes:Some
funds have been used to acquire industrial goods from inland
areas,some to purchase local agricultural products for
exchange with inland area, and some topay for services,
chiefly labor.The money paid for labor became part of local
people's income, hence increasing their purchasingpower to
buy industrial goods, non-staple foods and grain.At first
glance the exchange of goods might seem to be developingon
its own, but actually it is governmentmoney which has been
used to help stimulate the exchange of goods between theVa
and inland areas.The increased exchange of goods, even with
governmentsupport,hasservedtoestablishcommercial
linkages.This is no small improvement.
Agricultural and livestock products which accountfor
more than 70 percent of the total production of Ximeng county
are insufficiently available for market distribution.Few
agriculturalproductsandindustrialrawmaterialsare
available for exchange with inlandareas.What is available
is only forest products insmall quantity and some products
made by the rural-based industries.Money circulation in
Ximeng, if viewed in perspective, will helpus see how the
economy is driven bypublic finance.In 1984 the total
turnover from retail trade within Ximengwas 8,400,000 yuan,
while the money spent on purchases from outsidewas 9,000,00074
yuan.In regard to the purchases, 6,700,000 yuancame from
the public finance and 2,300,000 yuan was raised locally by
selling Ximeng's products to the outside.It is apparent that
Ximeng relieson publicfinancefor74percentofits
purchasing power.It is also apparent that the role that
public finance plays in Ximeng is crucial.Furthermore, as
only 730,000 of the 7,600,000 yuan were from localrevenues,
the government had to subsidize nearly 90 percent of Ximeng's
purchases.Government subsidies and a basically stagnant
commercial sector characterize Ximeng'seconomy today.It is
still basically a subsistence economy wherein peopleproduce
mostly for their own consumption and little,if any,for
exchange (Editing Group 1986:81-83).
30 years after the government started its assistance,the
Va people still face difficulties in bringing abouttheir
economy improvements (He, N. 1986:29-30).75
CHAPTER 6. EDUCATION
Education Before 1952: Traditional Knowledge
The Va people did not have a written language."When
they needed to record something or to express themselves, they
wouldcutbamboomaterial,orusephysicalobjectsto
represent their message.The material to be cut was usually
a 12cm wide bamboo tablet, its length to be determined as
needed. Thefollowingillustrationsrepresent examples
collected from the Va (Editing Committee of Yunnan1983:169-
171).
a. Tabletfor marking days
A tabletfor marking days wasa reminderofimportant
events that most be attended to on certain days.Each notch
stands for the day not to be missed.For instance,there had
been along series of disputes over headhunting between
Damasan and Daigela villages.In 1957, with the help of the
local government, the two villages agreed to set a day to hold
acow-stabbingandhand-washingritualtomarkthe
50 A missionary in Cangyuan, where the language spoken
was different from that in Ximeng, used the Latin alphabet to
devise a Va script for quoting verses from the Bible and for
preaching.76
reconciliation.This was a very important event not to be
forgotten.The headman of Damasan who had taken part in the
negotiation promptly cut notches on a bamboo tablet.Since
the ritual was set twelve days ahead, he cut twelve notches on
the tablet.With the passage of each day, he removed one
notch.When the last notch was reached, that was the day on
which to hold the cow-stabbing and hand-washing ritual.
b. Tablet for recording borrowing and lending
The Va people also used the tablets to help them keep
track of the money borrowed or loaned out.On one side as
shown above,there are three notches. The first notch
represents the borrower, the second, the middleman, and the
third, the lender.The notches on the other side represent
the amount of money.Each notch could mean one yuan, five
yuan or ten yuan.So the total in the above example could be
eight yuan,40 yuan, or 80 yuan, depending upon the unit
agreed to by both sides.
c. Tablet for sending message77
The tablet for sending messages was used in settling
disputes.The two notches on one side above mean village A
and village B.The three notches on the other side mean the
three days within which a dispute must be resolved.For
instance, if village A had infringed upon the interests of
village B, village B might send a tablet like above to demand
that village A settle the problem within three days.The
oblique angle on the left indicates the urgency of the matter,
that it should not be put off.
d. Tablet for recording workpointsm
This tablet for recording workpoints is about one foot
long and each notch on it stands for one workpoint.
Physical objects were used to express meaning. For
example, bananas, beeswax, tobacco, beef ribs, and salt are
symbolsofgoodwill. Messages were oftensent between
villages with the use of such objects.Pengqi and Damasan
villages had a long history of disputes over headhunting.
They were finally reconciled with the help of mediation by the
si A unit indicating the quantity and quality of the
labor performed, and the amount of the wage earned.This
conceptofworkpointswasintroducedtoXimengbythe
communist government78
local government.Later in 1959, knowing that Damasan village
was building a "big house" (see footnote 22), Pengqi village
sent someone with money and a cow to Damasan.In return
Damasan village gave Pengqi village a small bag of tobaccoand
a beef rib as gifts,meaning respectively,"Let's smoke
together" and "Let's be of one mind"- all friendly gestures.
Also included in the giftswas a 12-yard-long hemp rope
intended to express the wish that Pengqi villagewould return
a stolen cow to Damasan village (Editing Committee ofYunnan
1983:171).
Conversely, chilies were used to showanger and readiness
to fight, chicken feathers tomean urgency and final warning,
charcoal to tell the other party that its villagewould be
burned to ashes, and bullets to indicate intentionto strike.
The Va people were not familiar with theuse of numbers
and were unable to calculate theirown age.An old lady, when
asked by an investigator about herage, seemed to be totally
at a loss, saying "I don't know, maybeseven, maybe eight".
The Va vocabulary has names for differenttrees, such as China
firs,Chinese toon,and yellow mulberries,but not the
collective noun, "tree" (Editing Committee1986:76-77).
Boys were taught in their early childhood touse small
knives and crossbows, and to till and hunt withtheir fathers,
while girls were taught toweave, to gather wild vegetables
and fruits, and to take part in tilling.Boys and girls in
their teens were expected to learnproduction skills from79
following their parents' example and from theirown practical
experience (Wang, J. 1985:68).They had to show they could
master the customs and morality of the Va culture.
Education After 1952: Socialist Education
The Chinese People's Liberation Army marched intoXimeng
in December, 1952.Because of a long history of skepticismon
the part of the Va, some villages welcomedthem, while others
did not.One village even wanted to decide by cow-stabbing
divination if it should let thearmy be stationed in the
village.If the cow fell over on its left side, theywould
obey the army; if it fell on the right side,the army would
have to listen to them.Naturally, the army refused to allow
the divination ritual to dictate to them.
Throughannouncingandexplainingthegovernment's
nationality policy,getting together with the headmen at
drinking fests and other social functions,and setting an
example of good conduct, military leadersand party cadres
graduallyconvincedtheVapeopleofthegoodwilland
credibilityof the military and the party,and secured
people's cooperation and participation inproduction, relief
distribution, sanitation work and otheractivities.Those
leaders also helped improve relationship ofthe Va with other
nationalities (Editing Group 1986:43-47).
From 1953-1954, the government brought eightgroups of80
various Va headmen and people of theupper social stratum,
includingceremonialleadersandpriests,about168
individuals in all, to visit both Kunming52 and Beijing,so
that they could see for themselves the nation'sgrowth,
strength, andrichness.Many of these persons had resisted
cooperation but later experienced a change of heartand asked
permission to join in the newprogram.Between 1953 and 1956
the government offered various training classesfor minority
nationalities in Yunnan involvinga total of 555 participants.
Some of the trainees were sent for further educationto the
Minority Nationalities Institute of Yunnan Province,and
others to the Central Institute of Nationalities inBeijing.
Many of them later became leaders of their people.By 1982,
409 Va persons were employed by Ximeng county, representing
about62percent of all
1986:47-48).
In trying to encourage the Va people to change theirways
of production,thelocal government faced insurmountable
resistance and deeply rooted antipathy.When cooperatives
were first established, the Va people found it hard to accept
theprincipleofdistributionwhichwasbasedupon
compensation according to work, because itwas against their
egalitarian tradition.When they were taught to use manureor
human wastes as fertilizer, they rejected itas dirty.The
following anecdote is said to explain howthey changed their
countypersonnel(EditingGroup
52 The capital city of Yunnan Province.81
minds.One day, an old Va man happened to discharge his
excrement on oneof two melons he had planted. This
particular melon grew visibly better than the otherone.
Starting from this day Va people began to believe inthe
usefulness of fertilizer and since then they have adopted this
practice."
The Va people in Ximeng did not useany sanitation
precautions or preventive medicine against frequent epidemics.
In case of sickness, they consulted the priest asking him to
divine the chance of recovery by killinga chicken, or to
supplicate to spirits by offering sacrificial pigsor cows.
In the area of health care, education was needed.In 1955, a
clinic opened in Ximeng.The staff, beside treating patients,
also took initial steps to find out how the various diseases
started and spread through the Va area.They taught the Va
people to accept the idea of preventive medicine, suchas
vaccinations against smallpox and typhoid fever.As a result,
the incidence of these and other major diseases,such as
dysentery and malaria, have dropped considerably inrecent
years (Editing Group 1986:95-99).
Whenever there was a fair or a festival, party and
government workers used the chance to present information
about health care by way of settingup booths and exhibits.
Women were the primary target with respect to prenatal and
child care.Improvements in personal hygiene soon followed.
53 Related to me by an investigation team member.82
From 1952 to 1982, health care classes were held almost
every year and a fixed number of Va people received short term
training at provincial professional schools.Local hospitals
also trained health care givers.By 1982, there were 202
hospital beds, and 260 health personnel of different kinds in
Ximeng county, of whom 37 percent were Va.The government now
takes care of all medical expensesand the cost of meals for
anyone hospitalized.
In 1955,the first film projection team was sent to
Ximeng.Approval from headmen was needed to show the movie,
and armed guards were needed to protect the film machine.
After the movie was finished, several elderlypersons came
forward trying to touch the screen,which they did not
understand.After this rocky start, projection capability
gradually expanded.By 1979, there were seven projection
teams, one for each district, and in 1980,a cinema was built,
capable of seating one thousand people.
In 1956, a broadcasting station was established for the
Va.Eight years later a wired broadcast networkwas erected.
By 1982,all seven districts in the county had broadcast
stations reaching 137 villages (EditingGroup 1986:93-94).
Schooling
Before 1952, formal schooling was nonexistent in Ximeng.
When the Liberation Army moved into thisarea in 1952, they83
immediately started classes.In 1954, the government sent
teachers to establish two primary schools, taking in about
seventy students and providing them freeroom and board,
books, and writing materials.Medical care, too, was free.
In addition, each student received a monthly allowance of 15
yuan. Despite the government's generosity and admonitions, Va
parents resisted sending their children to school out of the
fear that if educated at school,they "would become Han
people".Parents were also afraid that their children would
be taken away, or would no longer like to follow theirown
institutions and customs.Some thought that sending children
to school served only the Han's interest and not theirown.
They saw schools as another kind of work performed for the
Han.Accordingly, they asked the school topay wages to their
children.Some rich families sent their slaves to substitute
for their children.Due to such misconceptions teachers found
it necessary to learn the Va language in orderto be able to
explain the needforeducation andgain accessto the
students.Finally, after 1954 Va parentswere persuaded to
send their children to school (Editing Group 1986:84-85).
In 1965, Ximeng had one middle school and thirty-four
primary schools with 1,560 students.By 1983, one more middle
school was added, and the number of primary schoolsreached
150, with a total of 8,589 students ,of whom 72 percent were
Va.Also, a teacher training school was founded.In the
early 1950's, teachers in Ximeng were mostly Han with onlya84
few being from minority nationalities.By 1978, minority
teachers of various nationalities made up 50 percent of the
total.
In 1957, a Va written language was devised using the
international phonetic alphabet.Soon after a distinctive
phonetic system of writing was invented for the Va language.
The local government launched an anti-illiteracy campaign
in 1959 by running night schools and settingup word learning
stations at street intersections andon the walkways beside
the fields.In time this effort yielded good results.A
number of children and young adults were able to read books
and newspapers.The ten-year Cultural Revolution interrupted
minority education in the Va districts,but in 1980 the
government again earmarked funds to combat illiteracy in
Ximeng (Editing Group 1986:86-87).
Since 1952, the local government has done wellto promote
Va education,but there are still questions unresolved-
questions of small quantity and questions of low quality.One
serious problem is the fact that there have beenmany dropouts
and that only 20 percent of Va students stayon to finish
their primary education.
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write.
Places where the Va people were taught to read and85
CHAPTER 7. FUTURE PROSPECTS
The region of Ximeng where the Va nationality live was in
the periphery of the Nazhao and Dali kingdoms during the
seventhand eighthcenturies. Itwasthen under the
jurisdiction of Yongchang (today's Baoshan district).During
the Yuan Dynasty (1277-1367) it was under the control of a
tribal affairs office in Mulian.Since 1913, it has been
under the rule of Lancang County.Lancang, situated west of
Ximeng, is also inhabited by the Lahu nationality.To the
south of Ximeng is Menglian County, which is one of the
regionsoftheDainationality. BothLahuandDai
nationalities had irrigated agriculture and a feudal political
system before 1950.55
Why were the Va never affected by these other groups,
even though they were in the close proximity to both Lahu and
Dai regions? AsIunderstand it,there are three main
reasons:First, the terrain of Ximeng is made up mostly of
high mountains, as high as 2,000 meters, with little level
ground.In the lowlands and valleys there are four rivers
with numerous tributaries.Prior to 1956, the only way to go
inland areas from Ximeng was by narrow and winding trails
which were good only for foot travelers and mule caravan
ss AccordingtotheChineseMarxistethnological
classification, they were early feudal societies in which
lords were granted territories or fiefs.The lords were the
supreme rulers of slaves and peasants inside the territory.86
(Mabang)m.These winding trails were rugged, rough, steep,
and extremely difficult to traverse.Especially during the
rainy season, the sudden rise of water level in rivers and
streams and the resulting rapids and swift currents made it
impossible for people or mules to pass through.The three
rivers in the eastern and central parts of the region were
barely passable even during-the dry season.On rainy days,
they became so deep and so wide that the traffic was totally
blocked.For crossing streams, the Va people built bridges of
bamboo and rattan.Most such bridges were not sturdy and very
dangerous for people to walk across.Because of the terrain,
communication also was difficult.The primary method of
communication was to beat wooden drums.
Second, using human heads in offering sacrifices for good
crops was a long-standing practice in Ximeng.At one time the
Va people only hunted for men wearing bushy beards, which to
them signified bumper crops.Later, men without beards, and
even women and children, were targeted because of higher
demand caused by environmental degradation and poor crops.
The religious belief behind headhunting caused a vicious
cycle:the more headhunting,the more revenge; the more
revenge,the more headhunting. This practiceimpacted
economic and cultural relationships not only among the Va
people but also with other minority nationalities, because no
56
traders.
Mabang is a caravan of mules carrying goods for87
outsiders wouldrashly enter Vaterritory to makecommercial
or other contacts.
Third,the Va languagebelongs to theSouth Asian
language group,and Lahu and Dailanguages are ofthe Sino-
Tibetan languagefamily.Most of the Vapeople, excepta few
who traded beyondthe Ximeng regionand some headmenwho spoke
the Han language,did not knowLahu, Dai, Hanor any other
languages to facilitatecommunication withoutsiders.
The above-mentionedthree factorsserved to enablethe Va
in Ximeng topreserve most of theirindigenouscultural
characteristics. Thisinessence explainswhy the Va
nationality experiencedlittle orno cultural changeeven up
to the mid-20thcentury.
Although since1952 the Vapeople have beenpushed to
make changes intheir religion,economy and education,they
still havea great distanceto go tocatch up withthe
standardoflivingenjoyedbyneighboringminority
nationalities.Even those whosucceed in achievinghigher
levels of productionuse their increasedresources to maximize
old culturalvalues at theexpense of potentialdevelopment.
For instance,in 1985,a family in Ximengharvested ten
thousand jin ofgrain, whichwas a rarity at thattime.This
achievementwas praised farand wide.The localgovernment
used it asan example forothers to follow.Unexpectedly,
however, the familysold all theirgrain to buyseveral cows
for sacrificialstabbing, andthen kept allthe cow headsto88
show them off. Consequently, the familybecame poverty-
stricken and was forcedto apply for governmentrelief.
Indoctrination, education,or other governmentalattempts to
promote modernizationapparently did not work withthis family
after all.
Most Va people stillemploy age-old modes ofproduction,
such as slash-and-burn,plough-and-sow, and fallowfarming,
and place high valueon cooperation, sharing andequality.A
seriesofsacrificialactivitiesisstillrequiredin
association with production.Subsistence farming,gathering,
and hunting co-existin a mixedeconomy.The purpose of
production is basicallyfor family consumption.The Va people
for the most part donot participate ina market economy where
money is used as a mediumof exchange.
The Va mode of livingand consumptionrequirements are
simple. The familycooking pot, supportedby three stones, is
the focal point ofthe household providingsource of heat and
food.Stabbing cows continuesas a means to display their
wealth.
The chart below containsVa children's healthstatistics
covering theyears from 1979-1982.89
1. General health of Va children
Height and weight
Height of Ximeng Children
nationalitiestotal numberno. of people % of people
of checkups below average* below average
Va 4672 3701 79.2
Dai 416 266 63.9
Han 378 258 68.3
*The average represents national norm. Source: Zhou, G.X.,
1984:49
Weight of Ximeng children
nationalitiestotal number
of checkups
no. of people
below average*
% of people
below average
Va 4627 3512 75.2
Dai 416 309 74.3
Han 378 211 55.8
*The average represents national norm. Source: Zhou, G. X.,
1984:49
From the above charts, it is clear to us that the general
healthofVachildren duringthisperiodoftimewas
relatively poor.The reasons for this were:first, low food
productivity along with less variety and lower qualityof
food; and second, imbalance in diet resulting ina deficiency90
of nutrients.In fact most Va children were undernourished.
Third, because people and livestock lived in thesame place,
sanitary conditions were poor.Drinking water was unboiled
and mostlikely the main causeof higher incidenceof
enteritis and parasitic diseases among Va children. All these
factors affected health of the Va children.
2. The educational level of the Va people
national Yunnan CangyuanXimeng
College graduates
Illiteracy
0.6% 0.4% 0.1% 0.07%
15% 43% 66% 76%
Source: Zhou, G. X.,
1984:51
In 1983,the total population in Ximeng was 64,784
(mostly Va), of which 44 were college graduates, 13 college
dropouts,1,153 senior high graduates,3,017 junior high
graduates, and 11,379 primary school graduates.The total
number of educated persons above, 15,606, accounted for25
percent of the total Ximeng population.Only two of the
college graduates were from the seven all-Va districts of
Ximeng (Zhou, G.X. 1984:50-51).
Women who had receivedatleastaprimaryschool
educationconstitutedofonly8percentofthetotal
population of Ximeng.The number of illiterate and semi-
illiterate women is still on the rise.
Increase in the Va population has been rapid.In remote91
and minority nationality areas, population control policy is
not strictly enforced by the Chinese government.Minority
couples are allowed to have two children and often continue to
have more.It will be difficult to raise the level of health
and education among the Va if rapid population growth is
allowed to continue at the rate of 17.88% between 1982 and
1990.
To develop the Va economy in Ximeng, it is most important
to improve agriculture.Farmers should be encouraged to
change from shifting cultivation and fallowing methods of
farming to intensive cultivation.In order to increase output
double, instead of single, harvests should be encouraged.In
the meantime, forestry should be developedon a large scale.
In addition, products other than timber should be emphasized.
Rubber trees, cassia trees and tea trees, to mentiona few,
would do wellintheXimengareaclimatologicallyand
financially. Production and care of livestock,such as
chickens, pigs, horses, mules, cattle and other domesticated
animals equally deserve attention. Also, it will be important
to carry out plans to upgrade the technology usedfor
agriculture, manufacturing, and mining.
Transportationshouldplayanimportantrolein
developing industrial and agricultural production.In the
past thirty years commerce and trade in Ximengarea have made
some headway, though almost exclusively in towns and cities.
Because of the system of traditional town-dohinated markets,92
transportation has remained a serious problem, resulting in
inadequate networkfor developingamodern economy and
external trade.Thus, it is important for the government to
have a long term plan to build roads and courier stations to
reach rural areas, and, at the same time, to allow continued
use of horse-drawn carriages and mule caravans in order to
promote diversified means of transportation.In this way both
handicrafts and farm products may be shipped out from the
Ximeng countryside by the most cost-efficient method.
In the past forty years, the Chinese government has made
no small investment in the Va people, and especially in the
establishment ofschools. The benefits to Vasociety,
however, are not apparent.Today, Ximeng still falls short of
having an adequately trained work force.There are hardly any
technologically qualified people in the Vaarea.Illiteracy
is still as high as 70 to 80 percent of the total population
in Ximeng.
Inthemid1950's,thereputablesociologistand
ethnologist, Professor Fei Xiaotong, dida study in Ximeng and
came to the conclusion that lack of education and povertyare
inseparable. He believed that the problem of theVa was what
he called "wen hua jiao yu",(cultural education)(Editing
Group 1986:86-87).He further suggested, along the lines of
a model tried in the Soviet Union, setting up "educational
stations", places where the Va people couldgo to learn to
read and write.His idea was to gradually eradicate poverty93
through education.This suggestion was first implemented in
some areas of Yunnan Province where several experimental
educationalstationsweretried. Unfortunately,the
experimental project soon terminated because of the Cultural
Revolution.
Atthesametime,intheearly60's,theYunnan
provincial government adopted a development policy for Yunnan
minorities - its central idea being to improve theeconomy, to
develop minority education, and to introduce new technology
and other innovations.Unfortunately, this policy was short-
lived as it too became a casualty of the Cultural Revolution.
Since the end of the Cultural Revolution in 1978, the
Chinese government has realized the importance of modernizing
economically. This policy change was appropriate, but thesame
program was indiscriminately applied to diverse minority
nationalities without recognizing their unique
characteristics.Consequently, economic development often
failed, and the distance between minority and Han regions
became greater than ever.
In order to improve the situation for the Va, it is most
important to promote modern schooling with the following
considerations:
1. Focus on technological education:
Great effort should be made to improve the quality of the
workforce. Economicdevelopmentshouldbebasedon
scientific technology.Schooling in the rural areas in Ximeng94
needs to be focused on training students at lower and middle
levels to produce qualified personnel who are badly needed in
building a new Ximeng.
2. Reform of the educational system:
The educational system should be built on the principle
of universal education, with emphasis on vocational training
and adult education.Eradication of illiteracy of all levels
and increasing productive skills both will yield benefits.
3. Bilingual education:
Bilingualism is an observable phenomenon in multinational
countries.Both the Va and Han languages should be taught
with the same respect and creativity.Va children should be
encouraged to use the Va language while learning theHan
language.It has been proven in the last thirty years that
bilingualteachingishelpfulindiscipliningthought
processes, and in promoting universal education, especiallyon
the primary level (Dong, J.Z. 1989:87-88).
4. Teacher reserves:
A steady supply of qualified teachers is crucial for
developing Va education.The government should focus on
setting up teacher training schools in order to increasethe
supply of teachers.In the meantime teachers should be
encouraged to increase their knowledge and to enhance their
skills by providing them with long distance training through
the use of television and radio broadcasts.While training
more Va teachers, the government should also recruit teachers95
from areas outside Ximeng, and encourage them to stay in Va
area by offering them higher salaries and additional benefits
as incentives.
5. Educational expenditures:
Due to poor transportation facilities in the Va area,
moreschoolsareneededtomakeeducationuniversally
available.Bilingual education naturally calls formore
teachers and more teaching materials.In order to encourage
more children to enroll and attend class,schools should
provide free room and board.More schools, more teachers and
freeroomandboard-alltheserequiresubstantial
expenditures that Ximeng as a poor district witha limited
revenue can not afford.The Chinese government has provided
this area with educational subsidies for the last thirtyyears
or so, but more are needed and what is provided must be used
more effectively.
6.Consideration of traditional culture:
reconciliation of religious beliefs and education:
Va education should encourage change in religious habits
and customs which have impeded progress in the past and
introduce scientific knowledge instead.Executive orders and
decrees can not really stop traditional religious practices.
Any imposition of force on the Va people will result either in
passiveresistanceorinactiveconfrontation,hence
triggering negative effects on the relation between the Va and
the Han.96
Conclusion
The distinctive culture of the Va has recentlyaroused
great interest among the Chinese anthropologists. This
thesis, it is hoped, will, in a smallway, draw the attention
of ethnologists and anthropologists outside Chinato this
little known nationality.However, the thesis serves only as
a general introduction to the history, society and culture of
theVa. Thesetopics,along withtheongoingsocial
transformation and modernization, need to be furtherstudied.
Only thus can we put this singular people in perspectiveto
help them move forward while maintaining balancebetween
tradition and transformation.It is especially important for
the Chinese government to adopt a policy which promisesthe Va
people a long term stable environment where theircultural
characteristicscanbe preserved while promoting modern
education needed for socialprogress and economic development.97
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Figure 5.Visiting a ceremonial leader
Figure 6. Scene of a mass meeting.Some headmen were invited100
as a delegation to visit Beijing in 1958.On returning home,
one of the headmen from Damasan village fell froma balcony
of a guesthouse and died.Apparently he was drunk and had
been sleeping on the balcony.The National Minority Committee
had much explaining to do and paid a substantial amount in
compensation.At the meeting the topic under discussionwas
whether the coffin of the dead man should be brought to the
village.Both the headmen and common people took the floor
one after another and gave their opinions.At the conclusion
of the meeting, a headman summarized the collective decision
that the coffin would be buried outside the village instead of
inside the village, lest it bring bad luck.
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Figure 12. Paintings with lime paste and cow's blood on the
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Figure 13. A wooden drum house in the village.A human skull
is stored on a wooden pole on the rooftop.After
a sacrificial ritual, the skull is removed to the
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Figure 16. Tying a cow to a biao nu bolt,a wooden pole,
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The doctor of the investigation team was treating
him.106
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Appendix 1.Glossaries
(V=Va term;H=Han term)
1. a wa lippikoi (V) ---Va tribal history or genealogy
2. Azium 144( -si; (V) --- a spirit
3. ban kai 4 4 (H) --- a currency, see footnote 28
4. ben ren A;./.. (V) --- natives
5.biao niu tif (H) --- cow stabbing
6.bin lang 4#f (H) --- something for chewing, see
footnote 16
7. bu luo-WI (H) --- tribal settlements
8. chao jia 13r IL(H) --- house ransacking, see footnote 42
9. chuan gu niangfitik(H) --- "looking up a girl", see
footnote 16
10.da guo fanAVvii.(H)---- "food in a large pot", see
footnote 45
11.deng IX (V) --- weighing apparatus
12.douf(H) --- a unit of dry measure for grain,see
footnote 29
13.ge rei 44 (V) --- the first month of Va's
calendar
14.ji pu (or ji gu pu),At. Witt) (H) --- chicken bone
divination, see footnote 19
15.jin fr (H) --- a unit of weight, see footnote 35
16.kuan ' (V) --- human soul
17.kuat ti yang r004. (V) --- great headman
18.kuat ye to#t)4(V) --- lesser headman
19.kuat 4i- (V) --- headman
20.Jiang Aio(H) --- a unit of weight, see footnote 37
21.ma bang Aff (H) --- a caravan mules, see footnote 55
22.ma gong 14,4; (V) --- trees for making wooden drums
23.mobaAt, (V) --- a priest
24.mu (H) --- a unit of area, see footnote 12
25.mzan 1.4(V) --- the continuation of life after
death '
26.sain -kIta (V) --- a unit of dry measure, see footnote
23
27.si gang li 5]itl (V) --- Va legend
28.to muitti;*Apj;(V) --- the Va highest spirit
29.tuo pu A.} (V) --- the length of two stretchedarms,
used in linear measurement
30.wen hua da ge ming 3(4t441- (H) --- China's Cultural
Revolution, see footnote 43
31.wolang%tili (V) --- a ceremonial leader
32.yan hui0.14 (H) --- a seasonal opium fair
33.zhao hun4f,--A, (H) --- soul invoking
34.Yuan ij --- the basic monetary unit of China117
Appendix 2.The Questionnaire
Prior to coming to the United States for advanced study.
I visited with quite a few of those who were doing research on
the nationality.Among them were scholars or specialists in
the Research Institute of History, the Research Institute of
Economics, the Va Language Department of Central Institute for
Nationalities and Yunnan Minority Nationality Institute. Some
of them were members of Investigation Team on the Va and had
been to Ximeng more than once.The questions I put to them
were as follows:
1. What prompted you to go to Ximeng?
2.Did you make a demographic study of the Va?What did
you learn form that?
3. What course of action is being adopted by the government
todeterminepresentandfuturedecisionsonthe
transformation of the Va?Any assessment you care to
make?
4. What changes have taken place in the relations between
the Han people and the Va minority nationality?
5. Towhatextenthasthebilingualeducationbeen
practiced?
6. Given the Va's religious activities, did you get to see
the Va's concepts about the cause, nature and purpose of
the universe?
7. What are the thorny problems in the modernization of Va
economy and education?118
8.How were your interview structured?
9.Could you give me some idea about the cultural osmesis
between the Va nationality and the Han people?
10.In your view, what can we do to help the Va people keep
the equilibrium between tradition and modernization?CHINA
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